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Deceased.

by President.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Jan. 4. The sudden death of Rear Admiral Robley D.
Evans late yesterday of acute indigestion did not become known to most of
official Washington until today. The
news caused a great shock and many
were the expressions of sorrow End of
sympathy for the aged wife and family
of the brave old sailor. By telegraph
It
and by mall came condolences.
had happened that Lieutenant Commander Frank T. Evans, the only son
of the deceased officer, who was supposed to have sailed yesterday for the
West Indies on the torpedo boat destroyer Monaghan, had been detained
in Boston and consequently received
the telegram dispatched to him ,last
night; informing him of his father's

XXXSXXXXXXXXS
to

the Past Week

Animosity.

In Free.

(By Special leased Wire to New Jiexrcan)
Washington, D. C, Jan. 4. Word
was sent broadcast today to support
ers of President Taft that under no
circumstances would the President
countenance attacks on Colonel Roose
matter what the ultivelt, no
mate intention of Mr. Roosevelt in
regard to the Republican Presidential
nomination might be.
It was said today that the President
has expressed himself as being at a
loss to account for reports that relations between him and Colonel Roosevelt were seriously strained. He has
not taken opportunity .to reply directly to any utterances' of Colonel Roosevelt that had been interpreted in some
quarters as attack on the policy of
the administration and it is said he
dees not wish his friends to go any
further than he has.

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
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HOURS RECORDED IN KANSAS. ments today by a neighbor. Miss Lor
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sity of Kansas here today. The trem yesterday
club pledged itself to use every effort
hours. The ..main home after an absence of two days. in answer to a subpoena, and both government as Its third witness, and
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lasted
or
OUSTER PROCEEDINGS AGAINST wave reached its
S'to deliver the Colorado delegation to
at Her body lay face down on the floor men are assumed to have related de- whose answers to certain questions
intensity
greatest
LEADER. 10.16 a. m. and
X the national convention to Clark.
with two empty gin bottles and one- tails of various dynamite explosions have been hesitating and unsatisfac- X MEETING OF INAUGURAL
t SOCIALIST
lasted one hour..
half filled wit hliquid
beside her. now being investigated by the gov-- j tory, to counsel for the prosecution, 3S COMMITTEE & CHAIRMEN.
Tomorrow afternoon at four
There also were several cigaret stubs ernment
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) MRS. WILLIAM R. DAY
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is an
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Mysterious Husband.
Button Workers Union, was arrested nounced today, that
ral committees, will be held at X mile and a furlong. Ocean Queen 110,
of
An effort is being made to locate acy to reach here tomorrow.
as witnesses later. It was reported
on indictments Charging , conspiracy William R. Day, associate justice of Miss Lorraine's husband, Frederick It is said to relate chiefly to the trip today that counsel for the government X the editorial ofllces of the New SlRice 4 to 5, first, Virginia Lindsey,
and malicious destruction of property the United States supreme court, "who Simons, to notify him of her death confessedly made by Ortie E. McMan-iga- l would make a careful compa.1? n of SS Mexican on west Palace ave- - St 1106, Burlingame 10 to 1 second, Jud-J- t
ith Page, 101, Gucco 6 to 1 third. Time
last Tuesday, were- - begun here today. has been seriously ill for several Miss Lorraine told a neighbor several
from Indianapolis to Los Angeles, William D. Mile's testimony in the S nue. Every one is urged to at- 1:55
The expedition will charge neglect of months, may die at any moment Jus- days ago that his work took him out at the direction of John J. McNamara, trial with the statements he made be- tend as this will be the final
X meeting.
Pipe Vision, Marlgot, Portarlington
duty. No new arrests were made to- tice Day has been witlh her constantly of town frequently and that his family
XX
lived in New Bedford, Mass.
SX ran.
Contlnued on Page Eignt.
(Continued From Page Four.)
day on indictments by the grand Jury. during her illness.
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Governor Mills has commuted
the sentence of James C. Ken- nedy sentenced to hang at Sil- ver City by Judge Parker,
which sentence was affirmed by
the supreme court this .week,
to life imprisonment, upon rec-ommendation of Judge Parker
and the members of the jury
who believe that Kennedy is of
feeble intellect. The commuta- tion carries with it the request
that future governors do not
,
pardon Kennedy.

"X
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the New Mexican.
Special
Washington, D. C, Jan. 4.
The President at 12:35, met the
New Mexico delegation, composed of Delegate W. H. Andrews, Governor George Curry,
H. B. Fergusson, A. B. McOaf-fey- ,
F. H. Pierce, A. C. Ring-lanIra M. Bond, Charles Curry, T. A. Riordan, Flagstaff.
President
Taft requested
Secretary of State to have a
proclamation prepared by 10
o'clock tomorrow
when he
promised to sign, and make
New Mexico a state. President Taft said he would be
pleased to have the entire delegation present at the ceremony. Curry and Fergusson
expect to be seated tomorrow.
The President said he would
attend to the appointment of
U. S. judge as soon as
he
could reach the matter.
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The Little Store
A Hapy New

Year To All !
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SA3TTA

tained no affection for her. Finally,
lie made her life so miserable that she
was forced to leave him and taKe refuge in the home of her parents at Gallup where she has since resided.
Since the marriage of the couple a
little home at 4508 East First street
Los Angeles has been provided large-- ,
1..
through her efforts. The value of
this home is given at $800 and in lieu
of alimony for the support of the minor child, the custody of whom she asks,
a judgment of f SOO id asked.

REACHING THE SPOT.
It Can Be Done, So Scores of Santa
Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an acmng hack,
The pains of rheumatism.
The tired-ou- t
feelings.
You must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the
kidneys.
Mrs. Agrlpina de Gonzales, i02 Gar
cia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
September, 1906, I used Doan 8 Kidney Pills for backache Which had
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
them. The contents of one
box of this remedy drove away all my
and I am happy to state that,
my cure nas Deen permanent.

t

Nervous Breakdown by
Sleeping.
Daniel H. Staley, state railway com
missioner of Colorado, who is nnder-going a course of treatment for nep- vous prostration- - at Denver, is now
sleeping from thirteen to sixteen
nours a day without the use of drugs.
Slaiey has been sleeping from
tem t0 twalty nours a day wita tne
s
se of drugs administered by his
fap the trea.t3M?nt has
sjcjan and
been very successful, but tor the past
For sale Dy an aeaiers. rnce ou three days no drugs have been given
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe, Telephone No. 40.
Co., Buffalo, him and his condition seems to be
cents.
TICKETS WITH ALU CASH PURCHASES. United States.
WE GIVE REGISTER
nnproving.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
CAPTAIN AND MRS. BRASSEL
ARE IN THE DUKE CITY.
ALL IS VANITY.
(Ben King.)
But Will Return Later to City of Mex
"Dar's nuffin 'hyeah but vanity
ico After Honeymoon is Over.
An' riches an' insanity;
De dollar seems to be de people's
Captain and Mrs. Francis G. Brasgod.
sel have arrived in Albuquerque
to
'Scariots
too
many
Dar's a heap
Both are well
spend the winter.
'roun' in chariots,
i known in
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Santa Fe, Mrs. Brassel hav
de
Yhile de po' man am
ing been Miss Heloise Dibert before
hod.
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
her marriage some months ago. From
the Duke City, where thev were mar- too lr.ucli haste an' hurryin ,, rie(J Captam and Mrs, Brassei visited
Bar's
The only exclusive
house in
Fe
An' '.oo much wealth at buryin ,
gan Antonio, Texas, and then Mexico
An' dis hyeah t'ing am gettin' worse city where captain Brassel enjoys a
an' worse.
high social and military position. His
It takes all ob de rakin's,
uncle, A. Gonzales, is one of the
De scrimpin's an' de scrapin's,
members of President Madero's cabiPhone Black
Phone Black To liquidate de 'spenses ob de hearse. net
Captain Brassel himself terved
in Madero's army and was thrice
wounded in battle with the Federal"Dar's heaps ob care an' worry,
ists.
Everybody's in a hurry,
An' de few am growin' richer ebery
Owing to the present unsettled condition of the country, Captain and Mrs.
day.
But de most of us mus' shovel
Brassel returned to the United States
and visited recently, Mrs. Brassel's
Fo' de chillun in de hovel,
An' silently await de judgment day." mother, Mrs. Anna M. Dibert, in Kansas City. On their way back from the
City of Mexico the Captain and his
bride spent a few days in El Paso
(ROUND THE STATE
where Captain Brassel was asked by
General Reyes to accept a position on
He declined the honor,
his staff.
Tomas Ribera Fatally Injured.
however.
1515
of
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Ribera,
Miss Diberta Dibert will leave toWATCH FOR BIG AD
South Second street, Albuquerque, ire- - morrow for the Duke City to visit her
noivoH th sad news of the death of sister who will return to the
City of
their son, Tomas Ribera, which oc- Mexico later in the year, and make
Bakersfield,
at
curred Monday night
that her home.
Calif. Deceased, who was 25 years of
emOLD LAND MARK
age, had for some months been
SouthIS TO BE RESTORED.
ployed as a boilermaker at the
ern Pacific shops in Fresno and, acbereavto
the
cording to the message
at San Antonio in Preserving the Alamo
ed parents, was injured while
Sets an Example to Santa Fe as
work. He was at once taken to the
to the Garita.
Southern Pacific shops at Bakersfield,
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
ensued.
death
where
San Antonio, Texas', Jan. 4. At a
miS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
conference in this city between GovNo Booze for Bawdy Houses.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
The city council of Albuqueruue by ernor O. B. Colquitt and members of
LEARNARD-LINDEMANunanimous vote, Aldermen Wroth and the Daughters of the Republic of TexN
i
Coen being absent, decided In effect as the governor' announced that work
are ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your that a woman named Minnie Carroll would be begun at once toward resorder now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
was not a proper person to be entrust- toring the Alamo mission property to
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
ed with a license to sell liquor and re- resemble, as nearly as possible, its
renewal appearance at the time of the Battle
and Arizona purchasers.
jected her application for a
of the license which she has long and Fall of the Alamo in 1836, when
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
held for a place on North Third street the Mexican general, Santa Ana, leadnear Tijeras. Attorney M. E. Hickey ing several thousand, men, overcame
Established
900
read at length from the New Mexico and slaughtered the handful of Tex-an- s
LEARN ARD &
"
the keeping of ilthat bravely defended the place
L1NDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico statutes concerning
and
the
selling of liquor, tc the last ditch. The state has aplegal resorts
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
as
that
to
showing,
all with the view
propriated $5,000 with which to begin
it was made unlawful for a woman to the work and the governor is seeking
and descriptions of the property
frequent places where liquorwasis asold,
vio mapse
it therefore followed that it
years ago in order that the
lation of the spirit and the letter of restoration may be conducted propwoman
a
to
license
the law to grant a
erly.
nlace which she was
from
law
entering.
-.
by
rB I I I K
prohibited
a m rr
BARNEY OLDF1ELD WANTS
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Cured

eigh-abo-

phy-pain-

Fosten-Milbur-

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

j

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH
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SPECIAL
SALE
at
SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

COMPANY

ad

Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and
Harsh Physic Cause Distressing Complaints.
You cannot be overcareful in the
selection of medicine for children.
Only the very gentlest bowel medt
cine should ever be given except in
emergency cases.
Ordinary
pills,

I

cathartics and purgatives are apt to
do more harm than good. They may
cause griping, nausea and other dis
s
that are freauent- tressing
after-effect-

1

health-destroyin-

'

We personally recommend and guarantee Rexall Orderlies as the safest
and most dependable remedy, which
we know, for constipation and assoWe have such
ciate bowel disorders.
absolute faith in the virtues of this
remedy that we sell it on our guarantee of money back in instances where
it fails to give entire satisfaction, and
we urge all in need of such medicine
to try it at our risk.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like
candy, are particularly prompt and
agreeable in action, may be taken at
any time, day or night; do not cause
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive
looseness, or other undesirable effects.
They have a very mild but positive
action upon the organs with which
they come in contact, apparently acting as a regulative tonic upon the relaxed muscular coat of the bowels,
thus overcoming weakness, and aiding to restore the bowels to more
vigorous and healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies commonly comple-- '
tely relieve constipation,
except of
course when of a surgical character..
They also tend to overcome the neces-- j
sity of constantly taxing laxatives to
keep the bowels in normal condition.
Three sizes of packages, 10 cents, 25
cents, and 50 cents. Remember , you
can obtain Rexall Remedies in Santa
Fe only at our store, The Rexall
Store.
The Fischer Drug Company,!
232 San Francisco St
game in the hope of again cutting
down records and adding new laurels
to those he has won already. A year's
absence from the track has not de-traded one whit from Oldfield and if
he has gone along in years it is not
apparent at all in his physical condition and appearance. He believes1 the
statement that the hazardous game of pushing cars around a
track at hundred-mil- e
clip will rack
and ruin the nerves of the strongest
man.
lldfield's nerve seems to be
good as ever it was, with never a
quiver in the grasp of his hand.
Oldfield left San Antonio in. his
touring car, going to Dallas but stopping at various places along the way.
From' Dallas he expects to go west,
intending to spend some time touring
in California and then driving into

wjL iik

Phone

-:-

Fine Weather Now Today was a
sunshiny day with slowly rising temp
erature and tomorrow is to be similar
according to the weather bureau. Yesterday was still sixteen degrees below the normal temperature, the maximum having been 26 and the minimum 7 degrees.

R. J. CK1CHTON
ar a
mi T
Art U
LUIVIDLtiaUUML

Pit Leased.
The big Rock Island railway gravel
pit, 12 miles northeast of Logan, Quay
county, has been leased for a long
term to imlese Brothers and Co., of
Chicago, end is to be operated on a
larger scale than ever before. Buildings are going up for housing big en
gines and crushers that will turn out
ballast for railroad beds.
Between twenty and thirty carloads of material and machinery are
already on the ground and a good
force of men is hustling things into
shape, so they can begin operations
with the big plant about February 1.
Two nine-tocrushers, heaviest steam
shovels, hoisters and loading machinery are among the necessary machinery, which shows that plans are
being made to operate these gravel
and stone pits for a long time.
Big Gravel

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

n

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

,

TO

All Parts of The World
'

nd ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SflVfi MfiUfiV

mUllVJ Fargo

Payable
Throughout

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries

j
i

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j j

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
I

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

Sues for Divorce.
Antonia Delgadille de Cuzman, of
Gallup, yesterday filed suit in the dis- trict court of McKinley county l'or ab-- I
solute divorce from her husband Jose
Guzman, asking in addition the custody of the minor child, Rudolpho,
and a judgment of $800. In her petition the plaintiff sets out that the
couple were married in Los Angeles
on October 8, 1905, and that from that
time forth until August 10, 1910, she
did all in her power to'make the home
comfortable, comport herself with due
regard to the duties and responsibilities of a wife. In spite of this, however, her husband it is alleged, constantly upbraided her and told her on
numerous occasions that he enter- -

TO GET BACK INTO

GAME.

Has Sent in Application for Reinstatement and Will Attempt to Cut
Down New Records.

-:-

44EiutSSt Street. 1XW

It

Phone 14

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

Mtantly.

im

-

-:-

-

better values than ever,
:

:

:

:

.

:

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

436 Canon Road

Pho neBlack 6619

Why Import Mineral Water
IWHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

i

:

:

Patronize home industry. .Leave orders at

Delivered to your house.

CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

KAUNE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

rnn

CAIC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
in
Ranches
Alfalfa
theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
of
the
finest
one
and

rUlA

JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.!

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 4. Barney Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Oldfield, regarded by many as AmeriMrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
ca's greatest pilot of ranting automoPhone, Red No. 2
biles, has been spending a few days Phone Red No. 2.
in. San Antonio.
He admitted to a
number of friends that on Christmas
day he had sent to the Three A's a KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
request for reinstatement, so it is supHUBB?S LAUNDRY.
posed he intends getting back into the
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED, your laundry on Mondayi and Tuesby local applications, as they cannot day and deliver on Thursday! and
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Fridays.
There is only one way to cure deaf
All work is guaranteed; your socks
ness, and that is by constitutional are mended and buttons sewed
n
.remedies. Deafness is caused by an your shirts without extra
inflamed condition of the mucous lin PHONE RED 122 PHONE charge.
RED 122
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
H.
R.
STOLLE, Agent.
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
OPEN DAY AND N1QHT
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing win De destroyed forever; nine
La Salle
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed con
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
Telephone II.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by Two Boors Below F. Andrews Store.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuShort Orders at All Hours.
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Sold by druggists, 75c.
French Noodle Order 20c a disn,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
New York Chop Suey 50c

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

NEW YEAR1 During the pas
I have studied to improve in
MAY
every possible manner to make my store a dependable one
for the compounding of prescriptions. All my knowledge, my training, my years of experit
ence all devoted to my business and profession all for your added safety and convenience, com for
and satisfaction, and 1 wish to assure you that throughout 1912 we will exert ourselves to the utmos
to merit the continuance of your confidence and esteemed patronage. Permit me to thank you fo
your kind support and patronage, and accept our re- solve to always cater to your desires in a manner
fVl A
most pleasing and satisfactory.
HEALTHY AND PROSPEROUS

V T
DHALf
llllKl J
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RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

W.Vb.ZI

Telephone

Steam Goal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Caii up

Restaurant

I9J2

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

1PE

Imperial Laundry

-:-

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.

inouia now
about the wonderf al
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Its Hardware We Have

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

us wwreoieu

MARVELWhirling Spray
unuon HEinni
rinse
ueaiaioBi conven
ient, it cleaned

1912 GREETINGS
YOU ENJOY A HAPPY,

-

Woman
Every ana

,m

If

We Start the NEW YEAR by jrjven
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.

j

four-scor-

I

14.

FRANK F. GORMLEY

the northwest.

32

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

e

Ask your drngfdgtforlt.
If he cannot buddiv tbe
accept no
MARVEL,
trier, on Ben a a lamp lor
illustrated book waled. It flrtnf
fall n&rtlcnlara and directions In
valuable to ladles, MAHVEL CO.

RIGHT PK1CI T0C

A SUC
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR POOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
,
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT

1

1

B

'Phone 9

When in Keed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSOM

i

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

,
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YOUR MATERIAL
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BOOK
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FIT.

BY OUR GUARANTEED
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YOUNG.
SANTA

WEST SIDE PLAZA
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Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, RE1W5MBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
.

SAME

PRICE LIST.
vt

Kuvur ivu
kiuinpi
.
Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long . . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additions I line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge far one Uae for each
lf
inch or fraction.
aivrfc.

m

1- -2

1- -2

ne

1- -2

ne

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
inch
, . . 90c
any town and date, for
inch
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch.... 35c
Regular. Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Weed Cut
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.50

Local Dater

1- -2

1- -3

,

1- -4

1- -8

ad

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

4,

x4

1- -4

STAMP PADS.

G

cts ; 2
cts; 4
cts;
cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink,
15cts;

2x3

35

3

3--

25
60

4,

2,

25
75

cts;
cts;

cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

x 9, 85

NEW MEXICAN
'"

1- -2,

x7

'

SANTA

FF.,

PRINTING CO.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are tbe time tablet
f tbe local railroads:
"A. T. oV . F. Ry."

lave

8:10 a. m., to connect With No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

p. m.

25

NEW MEXICO.

12.10

nect with No.

'

8 eastbound

and No.

9

westbound.

Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30

p. m.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. ai. Instead of 7:20
as heretoiora. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 p. m. instead of
buquerque
2:20

a.m.

D. A ft.

a. Ity.

LITTER LIST.
f letters remamlnc ucall4
H
far i the pasttfflce at Santa
M., for week ending Dec. 30, 1911.
tf
called far withia twa weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
affice at Washington.
Adumson Carl
Armij.') liernabe.
Downey Julian 13.
Berry W. K.
Christopher Chad.
Caldwoll Leslie.
OamlHarfci C.
Coris Santiago.
Chaves Mrs. Frances M.
Decker Wayne.
Drughiss Capt. C. A.
Fry Anson C.
Gay S. C.
Greenwood Frank C. (2).
Glass Juliana A. do
Harris Jas.
Howrad Janes.
Jaramillo Maria O.

FOB

REVENUE

Do not allow your kidney and
der trouble to develop beyond

List

nt

STATE LEGISLATURE
.

ONLY
'

If

Jones

Let Him Know Jt IT you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a buahel. '

J. P. Steed
AND CABINET

in the

All Work Guaranteed

a&fe'
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AILMENTS

KIDNEY

Itiiy of yttiir
fl
M
M 1II,I,S, fr 1S5
Iest,Safet, Always Krlint-lyori
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

C

Piicne, Red;il5

STOMACH TROUBLES

A
'U1K 1MAMUM ItlEAMt.
I.onKs! AhU yotir IJrutKlHt fir
Utuiii.inirTtriintX
I'tlUin lied ami iioUl mevMcSj

U PXA

DONE.

RHEUMATISM

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Wyy
ffSJ-9-

NEATLY

SIGN PAINTING

Zeising Ma me.
Ia calliag far tketa lettart alc&if
jtata whetiar "advertised" ar sat
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.

Represent McKinley County

MAKERS.

MADE TO ORDER

FURNITURE

Silva Santiago G.
Sisec Trodita.
Winsor Mrs. Mary.

House.

Son

&

CARPENTERS?

Stout Geo.
Salazar Pedro (2).

Of Gallup Who Will

the

Mrs. M. O.

Louis P. O.
!pez Angi'lita.
Lusero Martin.
McCarty Ola.
McMillan koss.
Martinez F.rnilio.
Martinez Elena S.
Xaughtim Kev. U.
Otero .ilelilon S.
Rochester It. (2).
Rodriguez Quico.
Slm.sliire Clyde M. (3).

S. McGILLIVARY

blad-

reach of medicine. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They give quick results
and stop irregularities with surprising
promptness. For sale by all druggists.

F,

f..r 411

111!

knov.ua--

FAYWOOD
HOT SPRINGS
It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go
there anyway?
Hotel.
Perfect
Modern
Large
Climate. Booklet
T. C. McDERMOTT,
"The Faywood," Faywood, N. M.

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Remov
ing His Business to New Mexico.

f

t

r!'4:-''r-v'--

3

I am arransnna: to change my business location from Cedar
Ranids. la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
I would like to correspond witn
1912, being my first consignment.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or hull LSiooa
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
,

V''- -

'

s&iw

I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I cart ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapfor $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
ids, la., to Albuquerque, N.
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
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Reprtsentative Baca Takes a Broad law. Still I am for the direct senatorial primary whenever there is a real
Stand.
public demand for it and when it is
Santa Fe, N. M., January 3, 1912.
'
practical.
Hon. T. J. Mabry,
Very truly yours,
Editor of The Clovis Weekly JournR. L. BACA.

al, Clovis, New Mexico.
My Dear Sir:
Only Three Arrests at Santa Fe In
Answering your communication of
December.
December 20th lilt., as printed in your
The report of the police department
I
December
of
beg
1911,
issue
21st,
shows1 that over a hundred vagrants,
leave to state, that the came had not drunks and
petty offenders were arbeen, answered sooner on account of rested in the month of December and
my absence from home and returned that the disposition of these prisononly recently, but in reply win state ers was somewhat of a puzzle to the
that the Fathers of the Republic in authorities. In this connection it octheir wisdom and foresight establish curs, to us that Albuquerque haa a
ed a representative, a . Republican large number of streets which sre alform of government
ways susceptible of being worked over
The people have elected me to re- to advantage, and that the hard labor
ernment."
present them and to speak for them sentence might often be effective
i when other means
of reformation fail.
in a duly constituted legislature.
Journal.
Albuquerque
to
of
wish
the
POLITICS UNOJOLIllCUNo
is
people
tho
If it
choose their Senators directly, I will
A Plain Case.
advocate and work for such a mea- "Deputy Sheriff.
is surprising that there should
Consiti-- ;
It
as
the
as
long
sure, although
Roanv time snent bv the city
It is reported that Sheriff-Elec- t
tution of the t'nited States and the hsiv hpen
over the ques-- j
man Gallegos will appoint Felipe
in
deliberation
council
unof this government remain
as his chief deputy. Mr. Lopez nature
law would be more tion as to whether a red light district
a
such
changed,
has been in charge of the convict or less futile. However, I believe in lady proprietor should be allowed a
gangs which are engaged in road giving the people the largest share saloon license. If the law make3 it an
offense for a woman to partake of
building in San Miguel county. Las of direct
participation in law making
in a saloon, or to enter a place
Vegas Optic.
and the choice of officials. At pre- liquor
where liquor is sold, it would be a
a
no
law
is
authorizing
there
sent,
complicated piece of logic which would
Contest Expected.
direct primary, and to hold such a allow a woman to sell the liquor. RealWilHa-T- i
B. Stapp, clerk of the court
no
for
primary now would be useless
necessary for
for .the Fourth Judicial District, has machinery exists for it, for seeing to ly it would seemto hardly
call
the
attention of
civic
a
league
recent
Clayin
the
received the papers
it that only duly qualified citizens cast the city government to so patent a
In
case the their
ton election, controversy.
ballots; that the primary is
fact. In this connection it might be
election is contested, and it is assertconducted and really expresses
again to emphasize the fact that
ed that it will be by Reed Holloman, the choice of the people. Nor does well
in exterminating the tenderloin, the
will
the
for'
defeated
papers
judge,
the time until the legislature must first and most important step to be
play an important part in the hear- begin balloting for Senators, permit a taken is to eradicate the booze. Alings. Uas Vegas Optic.
senatorial campaign.
buquerque Journal.
The whole suggestion: is; therefore
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COMFOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
impractical at present. It seems to
POUND.
electnot
have
me
if
ithat
the
give '.atfefaction because thev
people
always
it.
Give
is a reliable family medicine.
do the work; J. T. Shelnut,
to
men
to
the
ed
the
legislature
always
right
to your children, and take it yourself
U. S.
Senators,
they Bremen, Ga., says: "I have used Foley
when you feel a cold coming on. It choose
to make Kidney Pilla with great satisfaction
checks and cures coughs and cold3 would be just aa likely
direct
the
at
a
mistake
primary, and found more relief from their use.
bronchitis
and
and croup
prevents
le- than from any other kidney medicine,
to
no
elect
need
is
there
that
and
all
and pneumonia. For sale by
be and I've tried almost all kinds. I can
gislatures at all, if they are to
only canvassing boards counting the cheerfully recommend them to all
bladder trouTry a New Mexican want ad. It votes that the people cast for sen- sufferers for kidney and
atorial candidates, or for this or that ble." For sale by all druggit
resulta.

Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
New exVeo Central Ry.
2 eastbound.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No,
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con- 1 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
from No. 3 eatt
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
If rou want annum on earth try
8:35 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4:60 p. m. to co
i Want ad to the Hw Mexlcafc
brings
'

ISSUE

giory of the workingman depend upon all the moral and physical elements
involved in the circumstances of his
employment.
Cost of Production Differs.
"If this country is to be the snug
harbor for those who are at a disadvantage in the markets of the
world, why should it not also be the
convenient method of combination,
b a refuge for those who are also
at a disadvantage in the markets of
Are there not eviAmerica itself.
dences that it has become just that?
Have not great combinations recently effected in this country brought
about just such a result? Of a dozen
mills or factories brought together in
a single trust or combination, there
is always a very considerable varcost of produciety in the
tion.
In some the machinery has not
been brought up to date; the plant is
not built in a way to lend itself to
the most efficient methods of production; the market is not quite so accessible; the source of raw materials
is more difficult of access.
Again and
again it has happened that after the
combination was affected the less efficient factories and mills were closed
down and only the more efficient continued in operation: but the business
as newly constituted had to carry the
cost of the original merger of the inefficient mills and factories.
They
were probably put into the combination at a figure exceeding their real
value.
"This figure enters into the issue
of the securities of the corporation;
the profits must be made upon those
figures if the stockholders are to get
dividends; and so the country must
carry for an indefinite period inefficient establishments which have been
actually closed and put out of busiAnd this very process itsell
ness.
shows the futility of any attempt to
base duties upon 'cost of production'.
When America was in her infancy;
when her resources were undeveloped ;
when her industries were at their
beginning; there was much to be said
for a system of artificial stimulation
But long after that
and protection.
period was passed, and that reason
for the maintenance of the system
of protection cut away, it was maintained upon other theories' and with
other purposes, and it has grown until it has become a veritable incubus
not merely upon the consumer, but
upon the business of the country it
self; and on it have been built up
great combinations and monopolies,
which have drawn upon themselves
universal condemnation.
'We. are rich enough, we are safe
enough In our prosperity, we are sure
enough of our capacity, of our skill,
of our resourcefulness, to set our
selves free at last. We are ready now
in our majority to return to the uses
of government of which the mature
Taxation must never
can approve.
be used for the benefit of some at the
expense of others. The power of the
government must never be loaned to
those who can not sustain themselves.
The only legitimate object of taxation
is revenue for the support of the gov

$20.00

$25.00

PAGE THRCT:

government.
"The strength of American industry
lies in the skill and intelligence of
the American workmen, and the capacity of American superintendents and
managers; and the efficiency and

NOTE OUR PRICES
and come to see

B.

(By Special Leaned Wire to New MeMan)
New York, Jan. 3. Governor Wood-roWilson of New Jersey addressed
tbe National Democratic Club here
tonight on the topic "The Democratic
Once sgain,
Party and the Tariff."
Mr. Wilson said, the tariff had become
"the chief and most critical question
of a campaign which must decide the
policy of our government, not only
in this great matter, but in regard to
a score of things which touch the
general adjustments of our life.''
He continued in part:
"Our tariff policy has not for several generations been based upon any
principle whatever, but only upon a
system of favoritism, of patronage,
of arbitrary fosterage by the Federal

in Their

J
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This Nation Has Outgrown the
Need of Protection for Its
Industries.

Fine

FE,

Thus Declares Gov. Woodrow
Wilson at a Democratic
Banquet
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TARIFF IS

Moved to Remodeled Building
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SATA FE

It Takes More Than Leather Material to
A SATISFACTORY

lake

SHOE

It takes lining of first quality, Leather of high
tensibe strength reinforcing material of proved
QUALITY and above all else it takes clever
skillfull brainy shoemakers. You will find these
features reflected all through our lines when
you visit this store.

1

1
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Excelsior and Forbush

FOR

Custom Shoes

stetson Shoes
$5 00 $5i50 and

)

$600

$3.50 $4.00 and $4.50

Krippen

n

and Hannah Shoes

hon-orabl- y

$3.00 J.50400 and 5.00

FOR

Isaac Ferris and

WOMEN

Walton Shoes

and

$1.00

l.502.00and

'1

3.00

CHILDREN

I
I

I
I

Where
Quality

Meets
Price
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present city administration has ac- HOSTILITIES ARE
crmmon sense of both peoples shall
what under the circum
10 BE RESUMED. approve." (His speech is published
stances might almost be considered
on another page.) Governor Foss
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
miracles in the way of permanent, Imperial Troops Have Been Given asked that the woman suffrage quesAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Their Pay and Ordered to Fight
systematic street and other municition be submitted to the voters.
Editor and President
Vice President.
pal improvements. The purchase of the
Next on Saturday.
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
stone crusher and stone quarry, of a
LEAVENWORTH PRISON FOR
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
steam road roller, the paving of San (By Special Leased Vina to New Mexican)
BANKER AND HIS SON.
Shanghai, Jan. 4. The imperial
Francisco street, Palace and Monte
Eatered at Second Claw Matt er at the Santa Fa Postotfice.
zuma Avenues and part of the Plaza, government in Peking sent orders to- No
Hope for the Depositors Declares
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
to all the generals in command of
3.60 alone would signalize any
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Daily, tlx month, by mail
city admi day
Albion
Financier in Answer to
.25
per week, hy carrier.....
nistration as noteworthy. The New the Imperial troops that they are to
Blx moat3M
100
IN NEW MEXICO.
Question.
WeeUy'
75
Daily, per rnnth. by carrier
Mexican believes that the property resume hostilities at 8 o'clock in the
2.00
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
owners and businessmen of Santa Fe, forenoon of January 6 unless they (By Special Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican
7.00 WeekVy, per quarter
receive notification in the mean time
.50 irrespective of party or
Oaily, per year, by mail
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 4. "Its
.personalty
that the armistice between the two Leavenworth prison for me, and the
should insist that Mayor Arthur
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells, bonds and
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
continue in office another term forces has been again renewed.
sooner he better," said H. M. Dear-Instocks in all markets for 'lU customers. Buys and sels
This stop has been taken; it to as.the aged Albion banker, a,het
--domestic and forergTr-ec- T
The New Mexican is the oldest new epaper la New Mexico. It i tent, to
sumed
as
a result of the refusal prepared to leave for .Detroit '.today
here,
Governor Eugene N. Foss, whose
very poatotfice in the Territory, and hat a large and growing; circulation annual
'"transfersTof money toall parts of the civilized world on as
'message to the Massachusetts af the" revolutionaries to continue the with his son, Palmer M.;Dearing, in
among the intlMent and progressiva people of tie-- 8enUweat.
Legislature, is found on another page, negotiations with the Peking authori- custody of a United States ;;. Marshall."
liberaf Wr
is much in the same position 83 Gov- ties' by telegraph In accordance with Father .and son had confessed forgeragencyypublic or private. Liberal advance ;nade on conernor McDonald will be in New Mex the demand of Premier ' Yuan Shi. ies amounting to $165,000 Urat result
.
signments' of livestock and products. The bank executes
ico. Foss and McDonald are Demo Telegraphic negotiations are regarded ed in the closing of the Albion Ration
crats, but the legislatures in both by both Dr. Sun Yat Sen and Wu Ting al Bank last Tuesday. - "Is thererany
alt orders of Its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
states are Republican.
will take Fang as unsatisfactory.
It
for
I And
the
elder
the
to them as liberal treatment in al directions as is consisthope
depositors?",
MANY
blossom
when
TOO
HOLIDAYS.
the
dies a little tact and
as well as a President Sun Yat Sen yesterday prisoner was asked.
diplomacy
V
The public schools are closed just ! green boll appears.
'?
ent with sound banking
spirit of give and take, for these two instructed Dr. Wu Ting Fang to teleFor an instant the man appeared on
now for fifteen days.
Before they
"There in the heart of that dark executives to administer affairs suc
graph to Premier Yuan Shi Kai at the verge of breaking down. Then
closed in December, they were dismis- green sphere is the substance to which
"'QFFISs. f.
,
Governor Foss in his mes
Peking asking him to came to Shang- he chocked back the tears and resed several times for one reason or i 141.00n.0nn Miindles must look Thre cessfully.
'
B. READ, Cashier.
outlines
not
ambitious
an
President.
sage,
L J. PALEN,
only
hai and negotiate personally with the plied: "No, none at all."
another and ever since they resumed , shut out fnm
and air 1(.
also a radical program. However,
Ught
but
men
F.
new
of
bound
were
over
the
The
HUGHES,
to the
McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
work after the summer vacation, the and listens to
republic..
, LA.
the shuttle's song. What a progressive suggestion is apt to find president
The fact that Premier Yuan Shi Federal Grand Jury at Detroit under
sessions have been interrupted by holi 13 that
glorious substance? It is the just as ready an ear among Republi- Kai ia now In
possession' of a consid- $25,000 bond each.
days persistently and frequently. This prince of American
The De- erable sum of
products the cans as among Democrats.
money which he remay be a good thing and it may not,
ARRIVED IN DETROIT.
America
to
that
of
New
YorK
the
PAID ON
DEPOSITS
mocratic governor
yesbrings
but the United States Bureau of Edu product
ceived from the Empress Dowager for
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 4. H. M. Dear-inof trade, that blessed
balance
fiber
a
asked
for
the
terday
legislature
of repressing the rebelthe
cation nas just issued a Duuetin tax that must
and his son Palmer M. Dealing,
clothe the world. stringent corrupt practices act such lion purpose
and with which he can pay the the Albion bankers and confessed
ing a stand against too many and too (Applause.) ultimately
the
Las
at
convention
a3
,
Republican
long holidays in the school year.
Imperial troops, has, it is believed, forgers were received at the Wayne
"I plead in conclusion for a fair deal Vegas advocated in its platform, and
One of the great complaints of eminspired him with fresh confidence in county jail today as Federal prisonis
in
Democratic
what
declared
policy
for those who produce it; for an open
his
power to check the revolution, as ers. The Grand Jury is not now in
ployers of men these days is that
one state may well be Republican
while there are plenty of applicants market, where competitive buying eshe is aware that the Republicans lack session at present, and it may be two
in
It
much
another.
principle
depends
tablishes
the price, and not where" a
resources.
for every job those who will stick
months before indictments can be reon locality and circumstances.
to a job are comparatively few; those band of gamblers in New York can
Chinese Minister Resigns.
turned.
who are willing to work day in and beat down the price of this great proWashington, D. C, Jan. 4. The Chi
VJV
day out and seek to adjust their holi- duct, worth so much to our country onThe City Council of Alrmquerque, is nese minister to Washington who suc COUNTY JURY TAKES UP PROBE.
YOUR-PROrtRthe
tracH.!;
not
of
FULLY PROTECTED ?
so
much importance to those
It will,
IS
right
permit ceeded
Wu Tfng
days and vacations to the convenience and
Fang, .thirteen
the' serving qf intoxicants! in houses
.
of their employers, are fewer still. who produce it"
months ago, has resigned and will reContinued from Pag One. ;
kept by women, or in "which women tire to
May not the seed for this shiftless-nes- s
Exactly what Congressman Heflin are
private life after adjusting the
ordinance
This
kept.
consistently
-been
school
in
have
days proposes to do about it does not apr
planted
claims of the Chinese on account of to blow up the
Llewellyn Iron Works,
when every week saw its two holi- pear from the text of the lengthy enforced will do. more to stamp out the massacre at Torreon, Mexico.
McManigal is en route here in charge
days and every month extra holidays speech which preceded his eloquent the red light' than ' almost any other
British Send Reinforcements.
of .detectives, and is expected to arand the summer and great holidays peroration. He gave some interesting remedial measure. Without booze, Canton,' Jan! 4. A
COMPANY
MOULTON of Bri- rive tomorrow to affirm his several
meant long vacations? It does seem statistics concerning the way in which disorderly houses could not exist. No tish troops has beenregiment
from
ordered
cenfessions.
sensible man, unless befuddled with
a waste of buildings, of equipment, of the price of cotton had been
Indian to proceed
Mr. Fredericks announced that he
manipulaimmediately to
.9
,&
GENERAL AGENTS, :
SANTA FE, N.'JH.
time, to teach the children to loaf ted and forced down on the cotton ex- liquor, would visit such a place and
to
British had telegraphed hisi assistants in Los
the
Kong
Hong
the
statute
territorial
is
that
the
when they should be busy with lesplain
of
New
York and New Orchanges
Angeles that he would take no part
lawmakers did not wish women to en- forces there.
sons; to "soldier" when they ought to leans by reprehensible- ft A c'ft ft ftft - ft'ft ft ft A s ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
Rebels Will Print Paper Money.
in the dispute between Samuel
L.
speculators. ter any public or
place
be preparing for the battle of life. But he did not
4.
A
measure
San
chief
of
detecJan.
suggest
the
any
Browne,
Francisco, Calif.,
county
Play is necessary and vacations are by which the arm of Uncle Sam could where liquor is sold. Even, if for no
other reason than that the serving of Hong Kong cable received here says tives there, and William J. Burns, ovx x'
x x KH-good in their season but they should reach the
x xx xa
or the pedoneum liquor in disorderly houses is a rank that the revolutionary government of er the reward offered in connection
not break up the school year into too of Uncle collars,
Sam could be projected
with
the
arrests
of
McNamara
the
has
Kwang
Tung
to
the
who
in
Canton,
province,
saloons,
injustice
places
many fragments.
against the spinal terminals of the like Santa
one half the reve- - authorised the issuance of $15,000 in brothers. Interest in the report of
Says the Bureau of Education in ouuaws who combine to nut "the nues of theFe, pay
of Samuel
municipality, the perni- paper money. Revolutionary officials the business connection
its recent Bulletin:
heart of the
spheres" down cious practice of serving intoxicants have arrived in Hong Kong to super- Gompers and former Mayor Charles A.
"In Rome, in the time of the Re- to 10 cents a pound when 20 cents at
alleged
by Detective
disorderly homes should be stamp- intend the printing there ot the notes. Bookwalter,
1,
Burns to have significance in Mr.
public, 64 days in every year were would be much more satisfactory ex- ed out,
best of all, the
although
devoted to public festivals recognized cept to the proprietors of cotton mills homes too
.
Bookwalter's dropping his dynamiting
be eliminated.
should
STOCK
The American Republic has and weavers of cotton goods. ,
by law.
inquiry two years ago, is following
FROM SERIOUS FLUCTUATIONS.
not reached such a number of holidays
Burns to Philadelphia.
He will ar - 'fc
FIRE DESTROYS BARN
but its schools surpassed it long
tnere
rive
late
and
it is fceliev-e- d
today
AT PENITENTIARY, Underlying Forced Speculation There
CENTRAL SCHOOL BUILDING.
will examine the labor union affllia, y$
ago. The summer vacation, the Sat-- j
Was a Spirit of Dullness That
The people of a certain part of
tions of High Thprsch, who prior to
urday holiday, short sessions, or no
Reacted.
sessions on stormy days, or circus Glorieta precinct, Santa Fe county, Horses, Harness and Other Valuable
seven years ago, published a labor pa- Removed
and
Saved
Equipment
days, teachers' institutes, visiting have asked for a new school district
per in Philadelphia. He now is asso
From
Flames.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ciated with Bookwalter in the printing
days, sundry legal holidays, and days so that they .might hfve their own
New York, N. Y, Jan. 4. Bullish firm in
In days gone by,
of special observance have so lessen- school building.
which, according to kurns,
A fire, which broke out at the terri manipulation of a number of stocks
ed the actual school time that scarce that was a commendable ambition,
at
Gompers was concerned.
torial
11
o'clock
about
of
penitentiary
the
market
the
but
gave
in
appearance
these days of better schools,
ly more than half the days in the
Thorsch, in a statement today, dethis
consumed
and
the
barn
morn
morning,
underlying strength through the
year as a rule are given to regular longer terms, higher salaried teachers, twenty-fivor thirty tons of baled ing but there was; no general move- nied partnership with Gompers or
..
school work.
This is a fact so uni-- precincts,, like Glorieta , should not
the labor leaders influence in
could
be
not
that
removed before ment of significance, .Pressure against seeking
TnnT it ram v Tf'iins pnmmunT- - split up into several school districts. hay
contracts with unions.
getting
printing
the blaze reached it. All of the horses Union Pacific continued with no au He said
that the reason he moved his
yet it was not known in the earlier iThe taxable, property, of Glorieta is which were
in
the
of
lower
kept
part
of
of
thoritative extension
heaviness
very small; hardly sufficient to mainAND TRIMMINGS
business from Philadelphia to Indiandays.
the barn, together with Baddies and this leader during recent weeks.
New
tain one
school, and certainly
apolis seven years ago, was that the
TO MATCH
"Seventy years- ago, or thereabouts, not two. good
and
small
a
harness
of
quantity
hay Various
All over New Mexico, the
became promi- National Union of Carpenters and
the schools of Buffalo were in session
and grain, were taken out by the pris nent in specialties
new
Conof
creation
school
the
is
districts
Joiners transferred its headquarters.
trading, especially
of Brook
all the year around; tho
oners under the direction of the prison solidated
Gas, which was benefited by He had obtained printing orders from
For the Boys we have Drums and Tool Chests.
11 very often furthered rather by the
lyn, Baltimore and Cincinnati,
guards.
to
desire
obtain
the little honor, presreports of large earnings. A gain of Frank Duffy, secretary of the Carpenmonths; New York. 49 weeks; Chi-- .'
located
on
The
barn
is
east
side
the
a point was established in Reading, ters' Union, in
and he
251 tige and patronage that go to i. new o? the
cago, 48 weeks; Philadelphia;,
penitentiary compound su-- United States Steel and American was advised, he Philadelphia,
school board, than for the welfare of
said, that other labor
days; Detroit, 259 days; Washington, the children.
For the Girls, Dolls, Doll Furniture and Toy Pianos.
rounded
number
of
a
workother
by
Much hette fur the
Consolidated Gas gained organizations purposed to imitate the
238 days; Boston, 224 days, etc. The
and houses. Although the fire Smelting.
shops
of
Glorieta
to
one
people
have
2
modern
Missouri Pacific lost 1 at noon, Carpenters and move their head offchange has come about so gradually school
burned fiercely, the other structures
K
building with two rooms and
and the active list was yielding ices to Indianapolis. Duffy was treasthat it has scarcely been noticed.
IN JEWELRY, CUFF BUTTONS, BRACE-DItwo teachers than two adobe build- were not in danger at any time. Su
RIfi
of
urer
the
McNamara
W
firm.
fund
Bonds
defense
Were
isharply.
"The most recent movement that
iVCUUt
LETS; TIECLASPS and FANCY COMBS
ings with one teacher each and only perintendent Romero could not give
Pacific, which depressed two points, board.
effects the situation in this regard is
an estimate as to the loss this morn
K
a year school.
three
months
Who
Paid
Out the Money?
bearish
active
and
enlarged
activity,
that for the adoption of Columbus
is
not
it
but
that
exceeds
it
ing,
likely
For some time the practice has
StaAmong the witnesses was W.' H.
A New Line of Silk JHose,
xsine
J?,000. The contents of the building stocks were sold freely. United
imy as a pudiic noiiaay.
'
states, namely, Delaware, Indiana, been growing in the more progressive were insured for $700 and the struc tes Steel end the Copper group sag- Leutz, auditor of the First National
Ladies' or Gents .
where the funds collected to
Kansas, Maine, Nebraska, Oklahoma, states, especially in rural communities ture itself for $1,000. The local fire ged to below yesterday's close. Frac- hank,
finance
the
McNamara
of
defense
a
are
number
of
consolidating
large
have
Oregon, Texas, and Vermont,
reached the fire too late to tional recoveries resulted , from a said to
schools in a given district into department
have been deposited. Officials
moderate covering movement but the
save the building.
during the past year designated Oc- weak
market became quiet when the rally of the district attorney's office de
tober 12 as a legal holiday to cele- a smaller number of strong ones. A
clared it was their intention to ascer
number of state legislatures have pas- BUSH ELECTED PRESIDENT
obtained some headway.
brate the discovery of America.
ADOLF SELIGMAN
DRY GOODS GO.
sed laws
in 1911 which
directly
The market closed firm. Large buy- tain just who paid out the money
OF D. & R. G.
"But signs of, reaction have begun facilitate this
Is
it
which,
was
used
for
adcharged,
Thus,
practice.
ing orders were distributed in Lehigh
to appear. The Denagri law of Cali- ditional
purposes.
provision was made during Gould
Valley and it mounted quickly to 184 bribery
fornia reduces the number of school the
as
Chairman
of
Board
X X X XX XX XX
Resigns
J. H. Russell, Darrow's former pri- X$XS$SXXS$SXXX$XtS$XX$X
year for the free transportation
eclipsing yesterday's high figure. vate
of Directors and Jeffrey Sucholidays to Saturdays, Sundays, Janu- of pupils living at a distance
was
the
first
witness
from
secretary,
the
Reports of higher prices for copper called before the
ceeds Him.
ary 1, May 30, July 4, December 25, consolidated school.
South Dakota
inquisitors. He remetal stimulated purchases of copper
and Thanksgiving Day. All other voted to
mained in the chamber until the rea
own parents
child's
pay
stocks.
Union
Pacific
recovered
must
be
observed
to
Leased
Special
Wre New Mexican)
legal holidays
cess for luncheon.
for bringing him to school, the amount (By
New York, N. Y., Jan. 4. B. F. about half its loss, but met effective
and '
'"'Kj
by appropriate exercises, but not by of this
from Bush, President of the Missouri Paci
compensation
vajrying
Similar action ten cents, to 'forty-fiv- e
selling again after it had touched
closing the schools.
Charles
cents
Durham,
has
III.,
Lovington,
day
per
fic
It again receded nearly to succeeded in
was taken in the Legislature of Mich-- - of actual attendance.
today was elected Presi 171
In Minnesota dentRailway,
finding a positive cure
of the Denver and Rio Grande the low level and the rise elsewhere for bed
but in that State Labor the school board of a consolidated
igan,
diswetting.
"My little boy wet
R.
R.
member
a
and
of
culminated.
as
Before
a
is
classed
latter
cose
the
the
the
Now Under the Same Management.
holiday."
Day
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the bed every night clear thro' on the
trict was authorized, .to pay a reason;
floor. I tried several kinds of kidney
able amount for board and lodging in company's directorate. George J. market picked up again.
Gould
as
chairman
of
the
resigned
medicine
GOOD
lieu
AN O'ERFRAUGHT HEART.
of transportation. Other States
and I was in the drug store The only
HOTELS in tie Capital City of New Mexico. Room
In these days of the passing of the granting transportation aid include board and E. T. Jeffrey, former Presi DELAY ENCOUNTERED BY
looking far something different to
en
suit
with
of
was
dent
to
BASEBALL
the
COMMISSION.
elected
company
private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
help, him when I heard of Foley Kid
orator it is refreshing to read such a Icwa, California, Kansas, Missouri,
succeed him.
Pills.
New
he
After
and
Conney
had
taken
them
was
as
Hampshire
made by
Pennsylvania.
poetical speech
Rooms.
;
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Concentration the Policy.
Many Communications
Excepting to two days we could see a change and Large Sample
With the Centralization
of the
gressman Heflin concerning the cotton
4. According to a
New
ReProp-se- d
Different
Jan.
of
York,
Parts
s
school
when
he
had taken
district has gone a correspondof
plant He said:
statement made by Mr. Gould after the
vision of National Agreement.
bottle he was cured. That is1 about
"Mr. Speaker, have you ever observ- ing centralization of school managesix weeks ago and he has not wet in
ed tlie cotton plant at the fruiting ment, as was evidenced by a law pas meeting, Mr. Jeffery although resign
of the (By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican) bed since." For sale by all druggists.
ing the active management
time? Millions of people are interest- sed in Oklahoma, creating one state Denver
4.
& Rio Grande, will continue
Jan.
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Unexpect
ed in its growth and development. education board to take the place of in
charge of its financial affairs. Mr, ed delay wyas encountered at the meetMore eyes scrutinize this plant
at no less than fourteen other bodies Gould
asserts that the change has ing of the National Baseball commisthat season than any other plant un- then existing. In line with the same been considered
by Mr. Jeffery and sion here today when the subject of
Short Orders run Day Night. Regular Meals 25c.
der the sun. Look at it as it stands tendency, the proportion of school ex- himself a
long time but was postponed the revision of the National agree- Makes Men's Fine
borne
the
state
to
.
pense
by
tends
there with outstretched limbs laden
Furnished rooms in connect ioB Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
from time to time to afford Mr. Bush ment, which includes the creating of
Shoes
with squares. In the heart of every steadily increase, and the authority an
to
new
become
a
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conversant
of
minor
be
to
to
opportunity
the
leagues
of
teachers
competence
222 San Francisco Street
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snow. This invisible blossom is pulf
l JOHNSON-FLYNMy principal reasons of the new American League Club owners, provided by the state. As another indica1
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sing and throbbing with life and tion of the
f
cen- arrangement," the statement contin ing for exceptions to different parts
to
sentiment
growing
- 18 A SURE GO. in a down tdwn hotel. The lieavy-(B- y
yearns for the sunlight of Dixie. (Ap- tralize both education centers and ues, "is to take another step toward of proposed revision,
Secregreeted
Special lased Wirs to New Mexican) weight champion said that thedetails
plause.) The gentle breezes are cal- their management, Mr. Boykin notes bringing all the properties belonging tary John E. Bruce of the
commission.
The
date ofof the proposed
Chicago 111., Jan
ling to it to come forth to light and that "the
to
Missouri
the
Pacific
flftt
under
McVey
The majority of the letters urged that
family
former inclination to mul
the Jack Johnson-JiFlynnJsh.t.UrW,ki
air, and now they announce its advent tiply the number of state normal single operating management directed all agreements, whether
probably be made public next
or
be-optional
scheduled
to take place sometime
This beautiful white blossom nods schools has waned
andl a formal agreement signed
officials located at traffic centers otherwise, be allowed to stand as
perceptibly," only by
they
fore July 4, will be announced within
and smiles, with a dewdrop laughing two new ones
himself and-Toon our lines. We are proceeding con are for at least
by
Andrews,
in
established
one
for
being
year after, re
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the next ten days.
on its lily crest, a honeybee hum- 1911,
in
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and
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vision. While it is pnobable that this
namely,
ming to its heart Solomon in all his in California.
carrying this idea into practice, but will be done, it will , require further
Ration.
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glory was not arrayed like one of
time, and today's session is expected
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these. (Applause.)
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Salt Lake promoters, who are to fln- - Notice is hereby etxri that Viiv
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G. Woodford, the Buyer, Starts
order of things it must die. It is the the city council may end their serviI
has filed notice of intention.
In an effort tot develop FTyijn along
Reciprocity.
Dairy and Also a Poultry
to
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of ces this spring, four remain and can
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4. Declaring
the prince of American products. It help to carry through the work so
Boston, Mass., Jan.
James J. . Corbetf , Tfctnmi:- tablish claim to the land above de- engage
old
The
Bishop Lamy ranch was that "the business experience of the
; must prepare the way for the com-- f well
begun and which promises much
Ryan and AhelAttell to traiirthypue;cl'lbed before register or receiver,
ing of that blessed fiber that carries for the future of the city. Mayor Se purchased yesterday by A. G. Wood- country now points in favor of a lower Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up. bio fireman. ' Johnson will
tfo hii pre'WjS. Land. office, at Santa Fe, N. M..
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Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
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. .. Details Next Wee.
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market.
Judge C. J. Roberts, of the territoA WORD TO THE WISE.
rial
supreme bench, left for his home
(By Charles C. Jones, in Judge.)
atWhat keeps us true the long day in Raton last night. He has been
tending the sessions of the supreme
through?
court here.
Of
we

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

FE

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
President
TIFFIN Aast, Cashier.,. ........ ,
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Willard, Torrance county, drove a R. J. Crichton.
fine herd of cattle ino the city yesFloor.
E. C. Abbott, Chairman;
terday and disposed of it in the local

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

SASTTA

Carlos

L. O. Moore;
Creamer,
Frank McKane; Harold McGibhon;
John Ervien; John V. Conway; Theo.
Espe; Ed. Saff.ord;
P. A. Lienau;
John N. Zook; Vere Boyle; Ralph
A. F.
Easley; Robert Stevenson;
Spiegeiberg; C. C. Catron; Manuel B.

course,
seldom bless it.
V. H. Chrisman, elected representaRight well I know we ought to, tive to the Hones
of the first state leg- Otero; J. A. McCarthy;
Edwin F.
though.
from San Juan county, arriv- Coard; F. J. La van; Albert Clancy;
islature
Keep at it till you guess it.
C.
C. Pierce; Al Grimshaw;
ed in Santa Fe last evening and regisRobert
tered at the Palace.
Butt; J. Collins; Paul Doran; AmFeliciano Lobato, a merchant of
Judge David J. Leahy, United States nion Dibert.
Lamy, is in the city buying supplies. district
Refreshments.
attorney, left the city for his
M. A. Otero has returnMrs. S. Spitz, Chairman; Mrs. R.
home in Las; Vegas last night. He has
ed from a business trip to Albuquer- been
in the capital several days trans- J. Palen,
Mrs.. Ar- ,:
que; J' '!': - 4.
thur Seligman; Mrs. Ji.,B. Laughlin;
acting legal business.
:
M.
Commisisoner
S.
Corporation
Jose Antonio Montano of i. Golden, Airs. Paul A. F. Walter: Mi's. T
Groves "of "Carlsbad, is a. Visitor in the road
supervisor for the southern ,dis-- J Sparks; Mrs. B. M. Thomas; Mrs. H.
..
Capital:
trict of. Santa Fe county, was in the b. Kaune; Mrs C. L. Bishop:
Mrs.
Probate Clerk E. A. Walked of Albu- city yesterday on business with the vvm. j. Mills; Mrs. C; M.
Stauffer;
querque, was an arrival on last; even-ing'- board of county commissioners.
Mrs. John Walker.
,
trains
!,
i,
Miss Barbara Chavez left for Santa
Men's Refreshment Committee.
Tomas Gonzales, the sheep raiser Fe yesterday morning to attend the
H. D. Moulton, Chairman; Frank
from Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county, is a Loretto
academy in that city. Miss Butt,
John W. March;
visitor in Santa Fe.
Chavez spent the Christmas holidays Dr. Stanley Small; T. P. Gable; G.
T. O. Snyder of Pueblo, Colorado, an in this
city with her parents. Albu- Volney Howard; E. C. Burke; Frank
insurance man, is in Santa Fe on one querque Journal.
Andrews; C. W. Fairfieid; Dr. J. A.
or his periodical visits.
Tomas TVujillo, who has been do-- : Rolls; Robert P. Ervien; M. A. Orti".
M. M. Padgett, editor of the Las
ing assessment work for Albuquerque
Railroads.
Vegas Optic, left Santa Fe last even- interests in the San Pedro gold and
H. S. Lutz;
W. D. Shea; H. A.
ing after transacting business here.
copper mining district, southern San- Coomer.
George W. Armijo clerk of the pro- ta Fe county, completed his task and
Master of Ceremonies.
bate court, left th" city this morning returned to his home here today.
j
General A. S. Brookes, as
Adjutant
for Espanola. He will return tonight.
Jose Quintana, formerly of Pojoa-qu- sisted by staff.
Rafael Pettine, completed a contract
but who nas spent the last five
Grand Marshall.
for work on the Catholic church of years in Alamosa, Colorado, arrived
Major Frederick Muller.
and
to
home
returned
here
his
Taos,
ia Santa Fe last week. Mr. Quintana
Honorary Reception Committee.
today.
will reside here in the future and is ' A. A. Jones; Col. Venceslao Jara-millC. S. Lovern, who conducts a garage
looking for a business opportunity.
Governor L Bradford Prince,
in Albuquerque, arrived in Santa Fe
A sumptuous New Year's
dinner and mayor of all incorporated munilast evening and registered at the was served at the home of Mrs. D.
cipalities and presidents of all comMontezuma.
C. Stevens, 2ul Agua Fria street, in mercial bodies in New Mexico.
Rafael Granito, a merchant of Cer- - honor of her sister, Miss Grace Plow-- i
Reception Committee.
rillos, who has been visiting friends man, who is here at present from Calj
Nathan Jaffa, Chairman;
R.
J.
;here for the past week, returned to ifornia visiting friends and relatives'.''1 Paleri,
R. H. Hanna;
his home yesterday.
Miss Plowman expects to return to her" E.' R. ivright: Charles Bacon! .T. Ci.
I, .
Angel, a prominent and home at Pasadena, California, on JaW-- '' LeVert; S. Spitz; W. N. Townsend:
i m'Al?rpKivA iti7pn nf nalifltw finnth. uary-15- .
'
"Wm. Gregg; I. H. Rapp; L. B. Vick-Rocrn Santa Fe county, is a business
Oscar Daniels, president of the OsManuel Delgado; C. D. Miller;
visitor in the capital.
car Daniels' Construction Company of T b.' patron ; B. F.
Pankey; Thomas
Mrs. J. F. Hubbel, who conducts New York City, who has been spend''1
Doran ; J. R. McFie; A. Staab; C. M.
the general store at Pajarito, Berna- ing some time on the Valley Ranch
lillo county, is a visitor in Santa Fe or, the Pecos, returned to his home Lampbell; J. B. Wood; Rev. B. Z.
H. L. Ortiz; I. Sparks;
and a guest at the Palace.
this evening. The construction com Paul Wunschmann;
C. C. Closson;
A.
Edward
Mr.
Albu
of
which
Daniels
is
Mann,
pany
Judge
represents
Fred Lopez; Adolf Seligman; Augustwho
now
in
been
in
has
the
querque,
engaged
city
extending the subway ine Delgado; G. Mirabal; Charles Cuntransacting legal business, left Santa system of New York City.
Jacob Chaves; Cleofes RoFe last night for his home.
Dllbert Clithero, Oscar Daniels and ningham;
mero; E. R. Paul; C. L. Bishop; Angus
F. W. Harden, deputy United States J. F. Miller of Miller's Valley ranch McGilliway;
D. S. Lowitzki;
Leo
marshal, arrived last night in Santa on the Pecos arrived in Santa Fe this Hersch; H. C. Yontz; Jake Levy; Dr.
in
motor
Mr.
Miller's
car. C. A. Wheelon; J. G. Schumann; Wm.
Fe from his home in Albuquerque. He afternoon
The trip was a quick one and no acci- Farrar; Harry S. Clancy; H. S.
is stopping at the Montezuma.
The Rev. J. T. Ortega, pastor of dents occurred on the road.
Kaune; Dr. J. A. Miller; Charles Hay-neDelbeit Clithro, en attorney of Chith Presbyterian churches at Quema-do- ,
John Joerns; A. J. Teare; J. T.
has
been spending the last Evans.
Cuchillo and Chimayo, northern cago, who
Santa Fe county is in the city on busi- few weeks on the Valley Ranch on
the Pecos, . returned to Chicago this
ness.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
His wife and daughter will Take LAXATIVE BROMO
Chief Justice William H. Pope left evening.
Quinine
on
ranch
the
until April.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
this afternoon for Roswell. He will remain
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signareturn for the inauguration with Mrs.
COMMITTEES FOR THE INture is on each box. 25c.
Pope and her two sisters, the Misses
AUGURATION ARE NAMED.
Hull.
John Robinson, a cattle raiser from Honors Go to Those Who Have Purchased Tickets or Made Subscriptions.
The following are the committees
Vacuum
Treatment.
Chiropody,
having in charge the preparations for
the inauguration exercises. The reDandruff, falling hair and baldness
coriimtttee is not yet complete, THE COMEDIAN WHO'S
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, ception
facial lines, absolutely removed. All as those who purchase tickets or make
ALWAYS GOOD
subscriptions, will be given places on
kinds of hair work done.
this
where
except
committee,
they
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
343 San Francisco St have been placed on other commitPhone 5075
tees. The date of the inauguration
tomorrow afterwill be announced
IN

It isn't posible in this space to even suf
gest the hundreds upon hundreds of maf.
nificent bargains waiting for you at this
store--th- e
imported and domestic weaves
of rarest and most original textures, the
fancy and staple worsted and homespuns,
the vicunas, widewales, silk intersperses
Scotch plaidsthe cassimeres, cheviots,
herringbones and serges and staple in all
VERY
the latest coloring and shades-YOIDEAL for a new suit or overcoat is waiting for you here.

The Richest, Finest
Tailored to Order
--

--

at a Clear

Clothes

Saving of $5 to $10
per Suit or
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O. Box, 219.
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70

exclusive royal cloth conceits In staple
sparkliDg,
lively and Intermedin! e weaves Including plno checks, pencil stripes
silk studded serges, rough and unllnish texluresfor overcoats or sack
suit wear and built with the very hnest of internal
construction ana trimming

$17.50

53

of the smartest Innovations In woolen musterpif ees to be seen anywhere
embracing the very patterns you have tiltnrei on the backs ol men who
patronize oo ami 75 rxew lor ana Mncaco local tailor a most
complete ranr of suits and overcoats,- tailored to
order to the lilt?hest Royal Tailor quality

$22.50

matter even if you have a dozen suits hanging up in
clothes
closet no matter if you had not intended to
your
for
months DON'T miss this great money-savin- g
buy again
opportunity. If you need simply buy a suit now to hang for
six months until you need it the money you save will pay
you 25 to 100 per cent, on your investment.
And mind you, there are as many Spring weights in this
sale at Fall weights you can order your Easter suit NOW
and save from $5.00 to $10.00 on it.
No

-'

COMPANY

SELIGIN

ffincy woolons 4yij ,worsteds guaran teed all pure wool
emhrai'tuk til jra-- copper browns the flemish greys, the
golden oaks, the garnet. Iilues and purples In both' winter
to yo u r order and
isnd summer weights
1(t jI C
guaranteed to lit- and please in every respect
or money back

47

Phone 36

A

W. N. TOWNSEND & COMPANY

CARPETS

AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,

YES, A NECESSITY, IN WINTER
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WANTED

!

i

Manicuring,

FURNISHED, HOUSES

FOR RENT
INSURANCE,

SURETY

Phone, Red 189.

H

.

BONDS,

REAL

I1
?!

ESTATE.

S. KAUNE ft' GO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

January Clearing Sale
BEGINNING TUESDAY,

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered

.

in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
Francisco St-JULIUS H. GERDES, San Santa
Fe, New Mex.

AT THIS

TIME

WE

desire

thank

our

to

many friends for their
liberal patronage during
the past year. We

,

ap-preda-

your business
and endeavor at all times

THE GIFT STORE
EVfcKY
AK I 1CL.E OF OUR LARUE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

If

IJ

r

Tri1kTTrr

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

:Ni PROFIT
eo

j;

;'
!;

.al H
--

inter-est-

s,

hoping that, by so
doing, we may be favor-e- d
with a continuance

San Fraociso

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-4-

J
j?

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

to serve your best
H

pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.

I

Pope-Sloss- on

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

of your patronage.

Executive.
Governor William J. Mills, Honorary
Chairman; Mayor Arthur Seligman,
Acting Chairman; Governor Wm. T.
Thornton; Governor M. A. Otero; L.
A. Hughes; Charles F. Easley, Bron-so- n
M. Cutting; N. B. Laughlin; Paul
A F. Walter; S. G. Cartwright; Dr. J.
A. Massie; George W. Armijo.
Finance.
Arthur Seligman, Chairman; M. A.
J. H. Vaughn;
Otero,
H. F. Stephens; James B. Read; John
Pflueger; J. W. Mayes; N. Salmon;
Frank Nuding.
Arrangements.
Robert P. Ervien, Chairman; Jacob
Marcelino
H. Crist,
;
Garcia; A. B. Renehan; W. O. Connor, Jr.; Adolph P. Hill; S. G.
Frank Delgado; Frank Owen;
Celso Lopez;
Fred
R. C. Garrett;
Fornoff; j W. Akers; Dr. F. E. Mera.
Decoration.
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, Chairman; Mrs.
J. L. Seligman, Vice-Cairman; Mrs.
E. P. Ervien; Mrs. E. C. Abbott; Mrs.
Mrs.
L. A. Hughes; Miss Massie;
Frank Lavan; Mrs. M. T. Duulavy;
Mrs. A. B. Renehan; Mrs Lola Armijo; Mrs. A. M. Bergere; Mrs. C. A.
Haynes; Mrs. S. G. Cartwright; Mrs.
G. V, Howard; Mrs. Anita Chapman;
Mrs. C. C. Catron; Mrs. A. M. Leeson;
Mrs. Angus McGillivray. Miss Mugler.
Decoration Men's Committee.
A'. M. Bergere, Chairman;
H. H.
Jose D. SeDorman,
na; J. A. Davis; R. F. Asplud; Carl A.
Bishop; A. J. Griffin; F. T. Blandy;
A. J. Fischer; E. L. Hewett; T. A.
Hay den; J. L. Seligman.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

S. KAUNE & GO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Hearty Laughs
TONEFL'L

18
A

People 80 per cent Girls

CATCHY

18

Carload Special Scenery and
Handsome Costumes

SPECIAL

AFTER HOLIDAY

PRICES

Phone. Black 204.

415

Palace Avenue.

List Your Property
With Us.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone

&

Insurance Agency

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Black No. 52

$1.50 $1.00 75c.
Seats on Sale SAT. JAN. 6th
Fischers Drugstore.

at

Be Wise Get Yours Early

Carriage, Automobile,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

M. A.
T. Dunlavy,
Stanton; Thomas P. Delgado; Dr. J.
M. Diaz; Henry Alarid; W. A. Bayer;

ON THE LAMP-I- TS

NOT CLUSHES

SONGS HITS

Press.
Charles M. Stauffer, Chairman;
;
Jacob
Karl Green,
Weltmer; F. & Wilson, E. P. Davies, Mirror
Silvering
John K. Stauffer, J. S. Harris.
Etching on Glass
Music.
and Brass
James L. Seligman, Chairman; M.
n

H.

THE GIRL,
THE MAN
& THE GAME?

Cart-wrigh- t;

h

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

MUSICAL COMEDY

1000

COMPANY.

CLIFFORD

THE MERRIEST

35 Clever

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

Tuesday January 9th

noon:

H9 San Francisco St

,

Massaging,

BILLY

O. C. WATSON & CO.

I

ELK'S THEATRE

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Furniture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE,

FLOWERS
THE

CLARENDON GARDEN

One Block East From the Old San Miguel Church

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Phone Black 12.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
Per hire at popular priM

C&ilCK'S

iM

BACK
.

aggle
:

and aadfla toraaa.

THEODORE CORRICK,

Phona Blaok 12.

fop

f
A

305 San Francisco Street.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

CO

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open
where you are
It. It saves on
bill and
it
for,

'li

K1

for your
SAVES
your light
using
by having right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that. these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light,and better looking than anything you can get. "
You pay

SANTA FE SWiTER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
I

THE SATrTA
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St, Louis Rocky Ml
Pacific

4

If

THURSDAY, JANUARY 4,

isEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Wood ii pier end filled with the
poisons from disease! kidneys or inactive
liver, the heart is not only starved but
poisoned as well. There are many conditions due to impure blood such as
dropsy, iainting spoils, nervous debility
or the many scrofulous conditions, ulcers,
"
white swellings, etc. All
can be overcome and cared by

Company.

Railway

FJS

e

SPECTACULAR FIRE IN
WILD ANIMAL STORE.

DRY FARMING

Rattle Snakes and Gila
Monsters Had to be Crushed by
Firemen
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 4. San
Antonio firemen encountered a new
danger when, in fighting a fire that
destroyed recently a bird and snake
store, one of the unique mercantile
establishments in this city, they step
and crushed copper-heaped on
snakes and rattlesnakes that had been
released from their cages by the fla
mes and were crawling about the
floor seeking to escape. The snakes
gasped for fresh air and then coiled
in a final effort for existence, and did
not even hiss or strike at their enemy
man as he stumbled through the
smoke and crushed them beneath his
heel. The chattering tongues of five
hundred parrots were stilled, a few
Gila monsters were burned to cinders
and venomous spiders died in their
own tracks. Few of the birds or
snakes were saved.

THE

IN

EAST

la Called for Where There Is
Lack of Subsoil Moisture, Coupled
With Dry Weather.

Method

Copperheads,

1912.

WANTS

Wanted A girl for general house
The lack of subsoil moisture, coupled
excessive heat and dry weather, work. Address X, New Mexican.
:alls for dry farming methods. For
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
several seasons I have been practicing
FOR RENT One
and one
furnished house.
i modified form of dry farming with
Apply D.
(Head 0p)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Down)
good results. My plan is to plow for Lowitzki.
This supplies pure blood by aiding digestion, increasing assimilation and imall crops as early as possible, while
20
2
12
1
STATIONS
19 , Miles
parting tone to the whole circulatory system. Its a heart tonic and a great deal
the ground contains the moisture from
FOR SALE Range with water con
an alterative action oa the liver and kidneys, it helps to eliminate
m
am
more,
having
p
4 00
rains. Harrow each day's plow- nections. Inquire at
..
T 30
spring
Lv..Des Moines. N. M...Ar
0
Butt's Drug
from
the
the
blood.
poisons
S 50
Kumaldo
7 40
4
To enrich the blood and increase the red Mood corpuscles, thereby feeding
ing.
Waiting until one has finished store.
3 30
11
05
Hedmau
.,
much
as
3 15
before harrowing is allowing
the nerves on rich red blood and doing away with nervous irritability, take
o 20
16'
Oapuliu
WANTED Good milk cows. The
8 05
35
VlKll
20
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and do not permit a dishonest dealer
moisture to escape from the furrows
5 50
2 46
ranch dairy. Phone Black
25
Bishop's
Tbonipr.n
"
to insult your intelligence with the just as good kind." The "Discovery"
9 10
2 25
each day as would fall in a good day's 230.
31
Ounnlnghum
has 40 years of cures behind it end contains no alcohol or narcotics. Ingredi9 35
155
42
....Clifton House N.M
each
rain.
after
Harrow
immediately
130
T,v
49
Hntnn. N. M
At
.10 00
ents plainly printed on wrapper.
FOR SALE One good upright
rain till the crop is in. While the
0
Ar 10 15
2 SO
.Lv
Hatou, N.M
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt of
49
condition; a
N'
is under ground choose your own piano in excellent
9
7
House
M....
Olirton
2 47
crop
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing only. Send 31
9 32
stamps
48
weeder or big bargain. Call jp black 32, or adSPreston
8 07
either
weapons
harrow,
d
8 55
for the
book. Address: Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. V.
55
3 45
Koehler Junction
cultivator'; but don't fail to stir the top dress box 375 S nta Fe.
9 05 ....
2
3 35
Koehler
soil if it rains, writes N. Glennoc in
TrrTTTTT
on Paragon
8 20
FOR SALE Text-booBOolfa
68
4 15
the Country Gentleman. When the Shorthand. Learned in one week.
8 02
76
Oerrososo
1 43
7 45
Lv
82
Ar
Olraarron
5 00
to
the
starts
depth
the
stir
crop
topsoil
Writers in government employ. Can
6 35
Ar am
Lv
Cimarron
5 u
of an Inch after each rain, and do it be
6 27
M
Nash
6 18
learned without a teacher.
Price
6 17
-- i
5 2S
Hr!an
quickly if you have to use every reasonable. Address, H. M., P. 0. Box
6 00
94
Ct6 ParJc, N. M...Lv
5 45
Ar
horse and man. Start at 4 a. m., and 313.
,
pm
pm
City.
3t)
keep it up till the crop covers the
Connects at Colfax with R. P. A 8. W. Ky. train both North and South.;!: -A
level.
the
ground.
Keep
ground
DStage for Van Honten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
ditch between the rows dug- - by deep
Stage leaves Pte Park. N, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M. at 9;00 4. m, dully eicep'
or
five nice, new, comfortable rooms '
and
of
Miss
addition
Ida
of
Tuescultivation
the
by the
May
and handhoeing
Closing Quotations.
Dandy Musical Farce Here Next
nadays. Fare $t ouone way S3.50 .round trip; fifty pound baggaze carried free.
for
rent at 237 Washington avenue.
2
4.
and
New
Call
Jan.
a very clever little singing
loose earth round the crop, would per
York,
money
O. A 3. train leaves Des Mclnes. N. M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. Arrives from th
day.
Silver haps be all right if one had a river Large, handsome dining room, excepWith a bevy of exceptionally pretty dancing souhrette, Miss Mae Collins, (a.3; Prime paper 4
that 4:38 a. ro
singing and dancing girls, a splendid- who was a feature the past season in 54 71S; Mexican dollars 46; Copper to turn into the ditches; but without tionally nice and well suited for
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
t. G. DEDMAN,
Tin 42.1 2
the river or a dash of rain one must boarders.
ly balanced company, Billy "Single" "The Pink Lady" and at the Folies 13.8514.12
M
G.
G.
P.
A
P.
V.
Afierrt,
Superintendent.
Lead 4.40R4.50; Amalgamated hold the moisture in the soil by keep
Clifford supported by that clever prima Bergere, in Xew York. The chorus 871-2- ;
ing the ground level and leaving one
donna. Miss Ida May, will be seen in! will be up to the Clifford standard, 66; Sugar 115 bid; Atchison 1061-4- ;
TYPEWR.'TERS.
Great Northern 1271-2- ;
New York Inch of unbaked, loose, dry earth on Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Central 107
Northern Pacific 118; top. Last season my potatoes yielded platens furnished. Ribbons and supReading 1521-4- ; Southern Pacific 111: at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
Union Pacific 1713-8- ; Steel 68
pfd. 0- - dry soil, though other crops here anJ rented. Standard makes handled.
abouts on the same character of soil, All repair work and
Ill
typewiites guar,
after being ditched below the level of anteed.
Lead and Spelter.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex4.
To El Paso' Bisbee Douglass
St. Louis, Mo., Jan.
Lead strong the roots and laboriously "hilled up,' change. Phone 231.
1
4.371-2- ;
and all points in New Mexico,
yielded less than 100 bushels to the
Spelter quiet 6.30.
acre. Of course, to raise potatoes by
Grain and Produce.
Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
LADY WANTED
To introduce our
Chicago 111., Jan. 4. WheaA May this method they must be planted deep
CENTRAL to Torrance thence
and the furrows gradually filled, as one very complete Spring line of beautiful
101; July 95
cultivates after each rain. My soil is wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy
Corn May 63
July 63
a gravelly loam; but after four weeks
waistings, silks, etc., hdkfs, laces and
Oats May 4S
July 44
of dry weather there is under the top petticoats. AH up to date N. Y. City
Pork Jan. 15.62
inch of dry soil sufficient moisture.
Patterns.1 Finest line on the market.
Lard Jan. 9.20 22
Some may object that level culture Dealing direct with the mills you will
Ribs Jan. 8.4042
for tobacco will not do, as the wind find our prices low. Profits $10.00 to
Wool.
will blow it over. Exactly
OR
the re $30.00 weekly. Samples and full insSt. Louis, Mo., Jan. 4 Wool steady;
verse is the case, as I have had ample tructions packed in a neat sample
16
territory and western mediums
proof by trying level culture and hilled- - case shipped express prepaid. No
ISc; fine mediums 1517c; fine 10
up rows side by side. The level rows money required. Exclusive
territory.
15c.
stood up; the hilled tobacco, with Write for
Be first to ap
particulars.
Market.
Chicago
arace roots either cut off by deep cul- 111.. Jan.
4.
Cattle, re ivation or kept back by not being able ply. Standard Dress Goods Co., Desk
Chicago.
ceipts 9,000. Steady to 10c lower. to grow out of the hill into the open 605. Binghamton, N. Y..
Beeves 4.708.50; Texas steers 4.25
gutter, blew down badly. As well at- i.7o; western steers 4.30o.uo; stocK- - empt to keep a tree standing by dig
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ers and feeders 3.255.75; cows and ging down until all its roots were cut
For rates and full informationjaddress
heifers 2.000.50; calves blank.
3ff and expect the loose earth thrown
&
Aent.
market round the trunk to hold it up. In loose
28,000.
receipts
Hogs
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
El Paso Texas
soil and damp soil will be loose,
steady, light 5.806.10; mixed 5.85
0.20; heavy 5.S56.20; rough 5.85
:hough no amount of deep cultivation
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
will loosen baked out soil I have
6.00; good to choice heavy 6.006.20;
Attorneys-nt-Lawashed out tobacco roots three feet in
pigs 5.00G.OO; bulk of sales 5.95
EESK2QB3H
Practice in tie Distri t Court at
6.15.
length, and in no place more than
Sheep receipts 25,000, 10c lower. four inches below the surface. Leave well as before the Supreme Court ot
Native 2.754.50; western- 3.254.60; them uncut and they will hold the to- the territory. '
up. I have followed corn roots Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
yearlings 4.655.20; lambs native bacco
ter over four feet.
4.25 6.50; western 4.75 6.60.
E. C. ABBOTT
Kansas City Market.
Attorney-at-La- v
.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 4. Cattle,
Garden Suggestions.
Practice In the District and Su
Cut away the stalks of all the plants
receipts 4,000 including 500 southerns
.
Market steady to strong native steers that h&ve completed their flowering, preme Courts.
Prompt and carefu)
DAINTY MAE COLLINS.
attention given to all business.
5.258.25; southern steers 4.756.25; oke the Iris. This for two reasons
New Mexico
southern- cows and heifers 3.00 4. 75; to prevent the formation of seed and Eanta Fe.
Large
cows and heifers 2.757.00; to remove unsightly features.
native
the merriest musical farce "The Girl, which means much, and Billy will
G. W. PRICHARD
and feeders 4.00 6.00; bulls .lumps of Iris foliage alone are very
The Man and The Game" at the Elks' have the best and brightest selection stackers
same clumps with
but
the
pleasing,
and Counsellor at Law
western
calves
Attorney
4.508.00;
of songs he has ever had in his long 3.505.25;
theater on Tuesday, January 9.
Did flower stalks showing among them
Practice In all the District Couj
western cows 3.1
stters
4.757.00;
career.
the
success
of
clever
The
this
play
are not at ii! attractive.
and gives special attention to cases
"The Girl, The Man and The Game" 5.00.
To make chrysanthemums
past season from coast to coast was
bushy before the Territorial Supreme Court.
7,000.
Marketsteady
receipts
Hogs
little short of phenomenal. This sea- is a success with a capital "S" as
and compact pinch the branches back
Fe. N. M.
RATE OF
son it will be seen to much better ad- - Billy Clifford's brand of comedy and 5c lower. Bulk of sales 5.806.10; from time to time. If this is not done Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa
butch
and
6.106.15;
heavy
packers
is
the
to
sure
improved
delightfully
company being
will be pretty
have strag
dancing
vantage,
pleasing.
C. W. Q. WARD
ers 5.956.10; light 5.65g6.05; pigs you
shaped plant3 for
gling, awkward
Territorial District Attorn y
4.005.25.
which there is no salvation by late
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Market
7,000.
REGULAR
MEETING.
Sheep receipts
pruning. The proper time to train a Las
New Mexico.
Vegas,
The board of county commissioners 10c higher, muttons 3.254.25; lambs plant is while it is developing.
fed
wethers
and
yearlings
4.756.40;
met in regular session with I. Sparks,
HARRY D. MOULTON
chairman, Alfredo Lucero and Jose 3.50 5.25; fed ewes 2.754.00.
Palace.
Raising Cattle.
Cotton.
Ortiz y Pino, commissioners, George
a
Don W. Walker, Boulder.
When
farmer raises cattle and
New York, N. Y., Jan. 4. Cotton, feeds them
W Armijo, clerk, and C. C. Closson,
M. C. Mechera, Socorro.
Attorney-at-Laalongside of a neighbor
closed
uplands
quiet;
in
SELLING
spot
middling
attendance.
sheriff
conditions
under the same general
Jack McNeill, St. Louis.
9.60.
gulf
9.15; middling
and gets from one to two cents more
W. H. Chi'isinan, Aztec.
Morning Session.
The minutes of the previous meefor his product it is pretty safe to
E. A. Mann, Albuquerque.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 23, 24,'25, 30 and 31,1911; also
1,19
Mrs. J. F. Hubble, Pajarito.
say that the other fellow does not
tings were read and approved. Exem- BAD WEATHER AND
Formerly
Special Agent, G. L. O.
STRIKE.
ARGENTINE
to
feed
was
allowed to Eugenio Martinez
know how
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
ption
right.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
y Lujan of precinct No. 12, for the
Montezuma.
Cause Wheat to Go Above Dollar Mark
J. Leon, Salt Lake.
POULTRY NOTES.
year 1911.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chat. R. Eaaley
Again in Chicago Grain
E. J. Manley, City.
Exemption was allowed to C. D.
EASLEY
&
EASLFY.
Pit
of
No.
the
Texas.
18, for
Miller,
J. V. Hardy, Dallas,
year
precinct
Indian Runner ducks begin to lay
Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) when
Attorneys at Law.
1911.
C. S. Lovern, Albuquerque.
they are about six months old.
111., Jan. 4.
weather
Bad
Practice in th courts ana before
Chicago,
The board then took a recess until and a railroad strike in the
W. C. Beall, Albuquerque.
the abuse, and not the use of Land
is
It
Argentine corn
Department
1:30 o'clock p. m.
condemns It as a poultry
T. O. Snyder, Pueblo.
sent wheat up today. The opening food. that
Land grants and titles examined.
J. H. Smith, Albuquerque.
Afternoon Session.
was
itarted
to 1
higher. May
Don't waste much time on sick Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estaif
Tomas Gonzales, Abiquiu.
The board met as per adjournment. at 100 to 100
the same change
da, N. M,
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
In the matter of the assessment from last night as the market taken fowls. Separate them from the others
C. A. Gofrey, Albuquerque.
Immediately.
John
for
the
years altogether. A rise to 100
Riffnaller,
against
followed.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
G. M. Land and Mrs. Land, City.
Feeding the hen turkey makes a
1903, 1904 and 1905. in Precinct No. The close was nervous with May at
Attorneys-at-LaI wonderful
In
of
difference
the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
number
Charles Wertz, City.
8, it appearing a double assessment 101, an advance of
Practice in all the Courts and
she lays.
Louis
eggs
Rosenbach,
Albuquerque.
been
and
for
made
those
has
years
of
Southwest"
th
"The West Point
Corn offerings were comparatively
the Interior Department.
Some poultry men have found that
F. W. Harden, Albuquerque.
property having been returned by his small. May opened a shade up to
Ranked by United States War DeTaos,
New Mexico.
relieves the sour condition
J.
magnesia
Q. Byrne, St. Louis.
the
and
Mrs.
heir
Schnepple,
daughter
c
and advanced of the birds' stomachs.
up at 63
partment as "Distinguished InstituE. A. Walker, Albuquerque.
treasurer
and
collector
is hereby to 63
The close was firm
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
H. U ORTIZ.
New York state raised 10,678,83d
G. Atkinson, Trinidad.
directed to correct the tax rolls
63
for May, a gain of
at
fowls In 1910. This crop of poultry
Department
Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaD.
Paul
Thomas, Albuquerque.
on
cereals
Oats trailed after other
was valued at $7,879,000.
Practicing before all the courts ro
Through Academic course, preparCoronado.
to It is advisable to select a large part the Territory.
Exemptions were allowed to George the upgrade. May started
ing young men for college or business
Mrs. Joe Bernard, Carnero, Colo.
481-2Davis and Charley Cross of Precinct c
to
- New Mexlo
higher at 4848
life. Great amount of open air work.
of the winter's flock from the pullets Santa Fe
,-Loid Mund, Buckman.
No. 21, for the year 1911.
and rallied to 48l-8c- .
touched 47
Healthiest location of any Military
hatched In April or earlier.
J. F. Silva, Sandoval.
Exemption was allowed to Trinidad
Provisions were firm. First sales
PROBERT & COMPANY
The clean, dry and well ventilated
School in the Union. Located in the
T. Anaya, Galisteo.
Pino of Precinct No. 8, for the year were 2
to 7
'
dearer with May houses which get plenty of sunlight
Investments
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden Bpot
M. Chavez, Galisteo.
8.65
1910.
and
5 for pork; 9.42
lard
for
infested
with
are
mites.
seldom
badly
&
Stockv.
at
of
an
3Vul)
Bonds
West
elevation
of the
Lavrti, Mines,
Donaciano Angel, Galisteo.
In the matter of the assessment for ribs.
Correct feeding is the first step
Money Loaned for Investors
feet above sea level, sunshine every
H. C. Jimson, Cimarron.
on propmade
against
William
Gregg,
toward
profitable poultry keeping.
We have for sale general stocks of
C. R. Duval, Cimarron.
day, but little rain or snow during tha
which he owned in Precinct No.
OF LA GRIPPE.
to
DANGER
rule
set
follow
no
THE
is
erty
There
except Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
season.
W. D. Shore, Cimarron.
2, Mr. Gregg having petitioned the Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia. to study your fowls.
and other Business Opportunities
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
board for reduction on the same. The To cure your la grippe coughs take
Plan to raise a flock of general pur throughout Taos
all graduates from standard eastern
county.
board being in doubt as to its jurisdic Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. pose fowls next season. They will
Bank References Furnished
LIVE 150 YEARS
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
tion in the matter referred the same R. E. Fisher, Washington, Kas., says: yield much more satisfaction
and
New Mexico.
Taos,
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to the advice of the district attorney. "I was troubled with a severe attack profit than a mixed flock.
In all reaped.
the
more
business
few
weeks
no
There
further
and
pneumothreatened
a
all
that
of
the
Be
Done.
being
la grippe
Only
Scientists Say It Can
E. A CAHOON. Pres.
REGENTS
"Old age is simply a disease, say beard adjourned.
nia. A friend advised Foley's Honey feed the fowls get must be provided
DR.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
I.
SPARKS,
and Tar Compound and- I got relief for them-- They will need grain food,
some of the European scientists now.
DON GASPAR
RESIDENCE,
Com
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
after taking the first few doses. I took green food and animal food.
They hold that with proper attention Chairman of the Board of County
You canot afford to Keep the old
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
AVE
missioners, Santa Fe County, N. M, three bottles and my la grippe was
to diet people should live 150 years.
and W. A FINLEY.
cured." Get the genuine, in the yel- hens and cockerels, but be careful
We don't know how true that is. Attest:
Phone, 220 Red
about selecting the ones you . keep.
low package.. For sale by all
For particulars and illustrated caBut we do know that great numbers GEO. W. ARMIJO,
WEST SIDE PLAZA
OFFICE,
to
Com
to
flock
continue
of
Your
Board
Clerk
of
ought
the
County
grow
of elderly and aged people feel and
talogues address:
better each year.
missioners, Santa Fe County, New
look younger than they are because
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Phone, 237 Black
The south is fast coming into the
Mexico.
by the New Mexican PrintlnECom-pany- :
they build up with Vinol, our delicious
Superintendent
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
Code of Civil Procedure of the ranks of poultry raising
territory.
cod liver and iron remedy without
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep Lust year there were 221,482 farms in
oil.
the state of Alabama upon which
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Receiver, Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.
tional amendment all special and local conserve the public wealth.
Labor.
in order that the principle
legislation,
F
AS
Not only the public and the quasi-publi- c
of municipal
may be
business but corporate business
given full operation.
Popular Government and State Issues. in general and in its relation to labor
ADVANCED IDEAS The progressive elements in our and the consuming public, demand
great parties now advocate these modern methods of supervision by the
measures of pppular government. state.
workmen are
is the first Massachusetts legiWilling and well-paiThe Democratic Governor of This
slature elected without machine or cau- as necessary to capital as capital is to
cus methods; and your action upon labor, and the highest business intelliMassachusetts Addresses
the following important state, issues gence now recognizes that the comwill determine your fidelity not to mon interests of capital and labor far
Legislature
any party leader but to the people of outweigh their differences.
The last legislature met some of
this commonwealth, by whose direct
G1VESPR0GRESSIVES POINTERS ballots you were nominated and elect- the reasonable requirements of labor
ed.
by giving a right of jury trial in cases
of alleged contempt of court in violaConservation.
Political Machines Must Be RelThe commonwealth is the people's tion of injunctions in labor troubles,
property; its assets comprise its pub- - and by enacting a workingmen's corn- egated So That the People
lie institutions and buildings, the , pensation act, a law limiting the
May Rule.
lands, water-ways- ,
harbors, its iod of work for women and children
hours a week, a law for
natural resources, and all the means ' to fifty-fou-r
(By Special Leased Wire o New Mexican) of public service. This public proper-- an eight-hou- r
day for public employes,
Boston, Mass., Jan. 4. 'Eugene N. ty should be managed
on modern and laws providing pensions to state
Foss, the Democratic governor of lines to produce the greatest possible ' employes and to laborers employed by
Massachusetts, today delivered his output of public welfare.
the city of Boston.
annual message to the legislature of
Particularly, we must forestall any
The last legislature also provided
Massachusetts, which is Republican. attempt by private capital to monop- - for investigating the matter of a mini- He spoke as follows:
olize the water powers of the state, mum wage for y0men and children,
My first duty is to outline a pro- and should make the waste lands
schooling for
aan(i "part-time- "
of public revenue.
The state! ing children. You will hear report
gram of legislation more responsive
,
mil-e
to the economic and social needs of forester states that twenty-fivof the various commissions appointed
the people and more efficient in their lion dollars a year could be derived iast year on vocational training for
from our timber alone under a proper! tne young a pian to improve prison
service.
To do so intelligently it must be scheme of development; whereas at; iu(justry anQ preVent the sale of
our timber land is nonpro-- j
goods in the open market,
recognized that the people are rapidof the absurd system and a pian t0 assjst workmen in secur-o- f
because
ductive
of
their
ly assuming the management
suburban homesteads.
repeated taxation on standing
own affairs, and as rapidly relegating
Der- the political machine to the rear.
These laws and recommendations
The chairman of our tish ana game are an expression ot the sound busi- This movement divides the world of
conserva- ness sense of the community.
American politics today in a deeper commission says that at a
hun- The enforcement of labor statutes
sense than the present party designa- tive estimate a revenue of tive
could should now be secured and the plans
tions. The one side is reactionary dred thousand dollars a year
the state through the or legislation already formulated
and the other is progressive, dedicat- he secured toand1
s
conservation
development of the Bi,olliQ be developed into law. I
of
of
ed to the progress
legislation,
commonwealth and ommend the creation of a labor bureau
owned
the
by
commerce, industry and prospeiity.
the fostering of the shellfish industry. t0 this end.
No public servant, whatever his
The Public Welfare.
Legislation to conserve these inter
party affiliation, can meet the obliga- ests is demanded.
The interest and duty of the comtions of his position fully today withMust Be Stand- monwealth do not cease, however,
out frankly and unmistakably taking The Public Business
ardized by a State Finance
the protection of labor. General
his stand on' one side or the other of
Board.
depends upon recognizing
progress
of
the fundamental principle
popular
for all.
The state !s spending nearly fifteen the necessity of
government.
million dollar- a year, under busi- j The care of the unfortunate is the
Direct Nominations,
ness-lik-e
and wasteful plan which does duty of the state. The movement
As the direct primary system is the
the vari- - augurated last year to bring about the
provide for
foundation on which the structure is ous expenses in advance.
adoption of higher standards of effl- built, we must first strengthen and
The investigation of last year dis-- fiency and the enforcement of more
perfect it.
closed the imperative need of applying humane methods in our public insti- The direct primary law enacted last modern business methods to these ex-- tutions should be prosecuted vigor- year placed the control of political . penditures; and my own experience ously.
power in the hands of the people; and as a business man and manufacturer
All expenditures of public money
to strengthen it, I believe the fixed convinces me that such methods are and all subscriptions of private
party enrollment should be done away
Hence, I advocate a ey for public and pirvate charitable
with, as the voter is entitled to the state finance board to supervise state institutions ought to be closely super-anwhich
same secrecy at the primaries
county expenses, to pass upon es- - vised by state authority, as a guaran-timateis now accorded him at the polls.
to introduce uniformity and tee that such moneys are expended in
Initiative, Referendum and Recall.
efficiency, and to outline for the leg- - a manner best calculated to promote
If the voters judgment should
a (ajr distribution of annual the public welfare. This could best
termine the nomination of candidates, LV1,PI,S(,S. Wa must not mistake com--! be reached after reorganizing our
it should for the same reason continue placency for efficiency.
present state board of charities and
as a guide and check upon the acts
I also recommend empowering the making it a supervisory body without
of public servants.
governor to veto specific items in ap- - administrative duties,
s
Therefore I advocated the initiative propriation bills. At present such! Government is under a moral
and the referendum and the recall in
must be approved or vetoed as gation to extend every opportunity for
my inaugural address last year, and a whole, even though in part unreas- - reform to the inmates of prisons, and
reaffirmed these priuciples at the re- onable and in part justifiable.
to make possible a fresh start in life
cent election. The popular verdict
A Public Utilities Board.
for every prisoner upon his release.
was an approval of this position, and
Our present state commissions su- - The state prison at Charlestown
e
I again urge these measures upon pervising the
corpora- - should be sold, and a new prison
you.
have inadequate power today; structed with arrangements for the
Popular Election of United States they were created years ago, with proper classification and separation of
Senators and Expression of. Popj prisoners.
First offenders should un-doubtful and divided authority.
ular Preference for President.
public utilities board, with cen- - der no consideration be brought into
I also advocate the direct election lialized and increased power, is urg- - contact with old and habitual crimi- of United States Senators, and a law ently needed, to take the place cf the nals. Prisoners should be compensat-piesen- t
railroad and gas and electric ed for their labor at its full value, and
enabling the voters, to express their
choice of candidates for nomination light commissions, and to supervise their earnings should be paid over to
for President and
telephone and telegraph service also, - those dependent upon them or retainThe two powerful commissions rec- ed to be paid to the prisoner himself
Corrupt Practices at Elections and
ommended above would each produce at the expiration of his term. I
Payment of Workers at Polls.
for
Many of my recommendations
results; and together they ommend legislation to extend the ap
safeguarding elections have been en- should apply vigorous measures to plication of the principle of tha inacted into law. Experience, however,
has shown the necessity of strengthening all the statutes against practices
which prevent a free and honest expression of the popular will.
The legislature should prohibit all
campaign advertising, all participation
by corporations in elections, all hiring or loaning of conveyances and
all expenditures of money at the polls ;
and should make these statutes
by heavy penalties.
The man who sells his vote must
tim
as the man. who
l
be punished
buys it; all candidates and committees should be compelled to make
the
sworn statements of expenses
day before election, and all payments
subsequent to such statement should
involve a heavy penalty.
The Election Pamphlet.
I recommend that provision be made
for distribution by the state, at the
expense of the state, of an election
pamphlet la which each candidate
shall be allowed space to state his
claims, to the end that opportunity to
attain public office may be equalized.
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determinate sentence and to develop
and put into operation our parole system.
More interest should be taken by
the proper state officials, as well as
those who are disposed to religious
and charitable work in the individual
inmates of the prisons and in their
educational training, both general and
vocational. The warden of the state
prison tells me, that in the nineteen
years of his service, no inmate who
had been through the prison schools,
has been recommitted to the prison.
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Equal Suffrage.
The movement in favor of extending the franchise to women is serious-dely engaging public attention. The
mand that the question be submitted
to popular vote is a reasonable
and I recommend that provision
made for such submission.
.
i
noma nuic
vi..vi
Frequent legislative interference in
the internal affairs of our cities is an tf
obstacle to 'responsible government, ij
'
recommend submitting to popular vote
'
a provision to .prohibit by constitu-- !
--
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Master
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.

Ilk

If You Wish to Double the Beauty of
Your Hair at Once, Just Get a 25

fff

Cent Bottle and Try This

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
Regular

1, R. A. M.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

'it

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Men-dain each month at

?

Masonic Hall at 7:30
m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, B.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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Santa Fe ixdge e!
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets on

tit

third Monday of each month
7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotlsh Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

the

at

Secretary.

B. P. O. E.
cials, the power of state governments
Santa Fe Lodge No.
to prevent such injuries has fallen In460, B. P. O. E. holds
with to abeyance; and some of the states
Its regular session on
state issues. The growth of direct have even fostered combinations by
the second and fourth
of each
representation and popular govern- creating holding companies.
Wednesday
ment opens the way to uniform state We have such a company in this
month. Visiting brothers are invitee and
laws, and the needs of the people in state, known as the Boston Railroad
all states are sufficiently parallel to Holding Company; but it is wholly in-- ;
welcome.
make such uniform legislation of the defensible, and I now demand that
CARL A. BISHOP.
utmost importance. In the past the the constitutional power of the com- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
political boss has constituted a barrier monwealth be exercised to dissolve it.
Secretary.
to such uniformity, and has caused leg- - j This holding company was created,
islation to be largely shaped up for by the enactment of a previous legis
F. W. FARMER
selfish ends in many states. But to lature, for the sole purpose of permitHomestead No
day the legislators and the people are ting the New York. New Haven &
2879.
directly shoulder to shoulder for mu- Hartford Railroad Company to acquire
Brotherhood
of
tual soodcontrol of the Boston & Maine rail-American Yeomen
and
of
in
violation
public policy
Massachusetts has already adopted road
Meets
Second
i
a greater number of the proposed uni- the statutes of the state.
and Fourth Thur
form statutes than any other state,
Both railroads enter Boston, but at.
days, Firemaa'a
having already ratified seven of such opposite sides of the city; and this
Hall. H. Foremaw,
uniform
both
a
negoti- holding company has enabled
statutes, including
A. E. P. Robinson,
able instruments law, a uniform ware- railroads to maintain a break in their
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
house receipts act and a uniform freight and passenger service at this
Alario.
sules act, with other important, busi- great center of industry and popula
ness laws. This principle of uniform tion while enjoying all the benefits of
action should be rapidly extended to combination and public franchiFe. It
Santa Fe Came
a wide range of matters affecting the is preposterous to permit the union of
U514, M. W. A.
these companies so long as the public
general welfare.
dieets second Tueswith the is denied the benefit of a united railI urge you to
day each month, m
other New England states for better road service for through passengers
cial meeting tUrd
and more uniform laws in regard to and through freight. At present both
at Elks
Tuesday
fixed
Hall. Visting nelgU.
taxation, regulation of railroads and passenger and freight service is most
other corporations, and the conserva at the rates and over the routes
, bors welcome.
tion of our forests, fisheries, water profitable or convenient to the (tompa-niesA. G. WHITTIER, Consul
conto
without
reference
public
powers and other natural resources,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
to
the
loss
The
or
venience
economy.
Regulation of Trusts and Monopolies
public under these conditions has been
by the State
enormous.
Santa Fe Camp No
The duty of government. doe3 not and is
6673, R. N. A. meet
The Boston Railroad Holding Comend with the care of individuals or
fourth Tuesday of
their public service. It has an equal pany must be dissolved. This is the
each
month; sotne rigm oi
duty in regard to general business first step towara securing
cial meeting third
the
If
service.
not
the
to
people
thie
has
imvornnimt
adequate
ctafQ
rtih
Tuesday at Elks'
thus far successfully met. In recent two railorads concerned are not par
Halt.
of
years we have depended too largely allel and competing in violation
is no ob
neighbors welcome
upon the federal government for pro- the Sherman Act, then there of these
NETTIE VICKROY,
tection against the evils of monopo- - j jection to a consolidation
Oracle,
unaer
rebiru.uum,
proper
in
combinations
and
properties,
lies, conspiracies
i FLORENCE RISING.
conui-- and conditions.
deTne
now
must
principal
restraint of trade. We
cviKHncl tion is that, the two lines shall be
Recorder.
v,o onni;,.otiM
f th
statutes of the state directly to the physically connected, and thus
of these evils. I particular- - vide through passenger and freight
traffic.
HACK
ly urge you to investigate the
We have today a virtual consolida
ed bread trust, now in process of for
mation in this state, to the end that tion of these properties without reProm
the proper remedy may be applied by ceiving the public benefits which
TAOS
the state before violations of law, if should be a condition of, and logically
BARRANCA
any are contemplated, are carried follow,, such consolidation.
South
North
Meets Both
out. Moreover I recommend restoring
The connection of these two propof
the
full
to district attorneys
power
Bounds Trains.
erties is the one great necessity of
t
act of 1908 our railroad situation, and there are
enforcing the
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival of
(Chapter 454), in their respective dis two means of accomplishing it. The the north bound train and arrives at
now
such
enforcement
to
be
being
railroads
tricts;
piovide
may
required
Taos at 7 p. m.
contingent upon the direction of the the connection of their lines as one of
Ten miles shorter than any other
attorney general.
the conditions of their consolidation;
way. Good covered Hacks and good
The Marketing of Watered Stock or the public itself can assume the teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Should Be Made Difficult.
ownership of our rail terminals, and furnished commercial men to take In
For the protection of the people, it furnish the necessary connection. the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
should be made more difficult to se- Either course will give the people full Station.
cure subscriptions to capital stock of power to enforce the reasonable per
no value or without other value than formance of every sort of public servthe hope of exercising a monopoly. I ice; and it will ensure to the railroads MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
?
recommend that persons desiring to themselves a greater security for their
Free booklet tells about 360,000
market stock and other securities in capital, and a larger and more Etable
this commonwealth be required to ob development than can be obtained in protected positions in U. S. Civil Ser.
More than 40,000 vacancies
tain the permission of a state author any other way; for it will completely vice.
lifetime
employment.
ity, based upon a public statement clear away the uncertainties of the every year,
under oath of the actual condition or present situation
Easy to get. Just ask for examinaNow
Mexico
Civil Serthe enterprise.
Let this improvement of our public tion booklet
Transportation and Holding Companies service be one of the first fruits of a vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
Our own state laws must he applied state government nominated directly 4S2.
to the protection of industry ana DV
peopie an(j more zealous in the
aDuses. development of the public welfare
commerce from corporation
Try a New Mexican want Ad. It
offl- '
tnan any previous one.
Yet, through U' j neglect of state
brings retul
imwjj

ask your consideration.
Uniform State Action.
But our duties do not stop
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Makes the Hair Grow Long, Heavy
and Luxuriant and We Can
Quickly Prove It

Surely try a Dandcrine Hair Cleanse if you wish
to immediately double the beauty of your hair with
little trouble and at a cost not worth mentioning
just moisten a cloth with a little Dandcrine and
draw it carefully through your hair, taking one
small strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil -- In a few moments
you will be amazed. Your hair will be wavy,
fluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health.
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
Dandcrine dissolves every particle of Dandruff;
cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
Dandcrine is to the hair what fresh showers of
It goes right
rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It's
properexhilarating, stimulating and
ties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong
a
once
and beautiful. It at
imparts
sparkling brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair, ami a few
weeks use will cause new hair to sprout all over
the scalp. Use it every day for a short time, after
which two or three times a week will be sufficient
to complete whatever growth you desire.
You can surely have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
and lots of it, if you will just get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Dandcrine from any drug store or toilet
counter and try it as directed.

Lodge
& A. M.

cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

Stops Falling Hair and

Agriculture.

Aire You si Wo mm
TAKE

MASON 3.
Montezuma
No. 1. 4.. F.

All forms of individual
endeavor
should be encouraged and promoted.
In the past the state has not given to
the agricultural and dairy interests
the recognition and encouragement to
which that groat industry is entitled.
The annual products of our farms
amount, to approximately eightv million dollars, which might be hrgely
increased by the more general application of scientific methods.
Larger
appropriations should be madr; for
agricultural societies and for fairs
and exhibitions. I also advocate the
establishment of a state fair as ,in additional incentive to agricultural progress. Premiums should be offered
for excellence in farm and dairy products.
State Aid to Higher Education.
The commonwealth
cannot iitnore
the claims of higher education; yet
the policy of making giants to private
institutions
cannot be resumed. Ii
therefore recommend the thoroughly
democratic measure of free scholar-- J
ships, awarded for superior merit and
carrying free tuition in any colleges in
the state, approved by the state board
of education, which the applicants
may desire to enter. An appropriation of fifty thousand dollars would
provide four hundred scholarships of
one hundred and twenty-fivdollars
each without unduly burdening the
finances of the state. We wouid thus
secure the practical results of a state
university without needly duplicating
the splendid educational facilities already at hand.
Also I call upon you to note that,
while the state is spending
large
sums to train up teachers in our
normal schools, it does not exercise
the right to secure the most desirable
graduates for service in tne schools
of Massachusetts. I believe that as
long as the state pays for the training of teachers, its supervision should
extend also to the service to be rendered in return to the commonwealth.
For if our public schools are to meet
a dequately their duty of developing
the future manhood and womanhood
of the state, then the teachers should
be held uniformly to the highest
standards of ability and character.
A Federal Income Tax.
The proposed amendment for a federal income tax has been ratified by
of
almost the necessary
the states. In the last legislative session in this state the amendment failed of approval, but I trust that the legislature will no longer withhold its
consent.
Reform of the State Tax System.
The tax laws of the commonwealth
The
ought, to be thoroughly revised.
tax commissioner says that our present system has broken down, and that
"we are now imposing the heaviest
burdens upon the poor, the helpless
and the ignorant." The immediate reform of the tax system is, therefore,
the most urgent need of the commonwealth. I shall later communicate to
you a tentative plan to which I shall
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as- - Grosscup's injunci-o- n
ith total nt th Hcma in tho hank lent Rov Crichton was
in May in 1902," TOM TAGGART BOSSES DEMWiV ha .declared.
OCRATIC MACHINE AGAIN.
Charles
U.lsistant
I.
statement
of
the
superintendent,
published
today
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
Miss Marion
'Was the margin cipher used to
S. Bank and Trust Company which is son, secretary-treasureon a firm and prosperous basis.
Bishop, organist. Following this elec- express in dollars and cents the price In Absolute Control of Indiana
"on, the session convened and voted ac which the meat was to be sold 2" ,
box
tee Box Moved-- The
ice
Declares for Marlarge
to accept the unanimous vote of the .'. "The witness was hesitating over
own
in
Salmon
the
shall
for
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A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS

TO OUR MANY FRIENDS AND PATRONS

F. Andrews

Phone No, 4.
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NEW YEAR

Phone No. 4.
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The kind of a watch that will give you, your on, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE
WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."
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SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.
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I DAVID LOWITZKI,
JUST RECEIVED

FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
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Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

PHONE 56 BLACK.
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5ANTA FE. .N. M.
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I'That is why?
plumbing fix

workmanshipj

every job,f
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SANTA FE
Hardware & Supply, Co. .

ON TAILOR-MAD- E

CLOTHES FOR MEN

AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS.
TAILORING

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF

Our many

Suits taught
years of experience in the Tailor-Madus that the best advertisement is the best work We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.
e
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Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
New and

suc-sist-

'

not

our

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

$17.50

T0

MEN AND W0MEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
work. If you think
Syuf y is in charge, doing only first-claanything of your clothes, put them in his hands.
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